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At¡stract

Medical images ale tladitionally plinted, stoled, and letrieved using films. Due to
the management plocess of film their utilization significantly affects healthcale delivery,
so Picture Alchiving and Communication Systems (PACSs) are introduced to leplace
film. Noivadays, PACS have become incleasingly important in the hospital enterplise
because of its many of advantages. Many hospitals employ a PACS or sevelal PACSs to
assist healthcale delively. Although each of these PACSs wolked effectively for each of
the radiology depaltments and hospitals using them, patient medical data is not inte-
glated rvith othel PACSs lesiding at diffelent departments of a hospital a.nd/ol remote
hospitals. Patients often utilize the services of sevela.l hospitals so patient's medical im-
ages must be integrated from the independent PACSs lvhen needed. Most impoltantly,
patient data that is genelated and stoled at diffelent PACSs must be made available in
a timely and easily accessible rvay to be useful from a medical per-spective.

In this thesis, a patient location systern (PLS) is designed to maintain the meta-
information of the location of patient's medical images. The PLS is meant to be used by
the undellying distlibuted health system to integlate and access patient data fi'om differ-
ent PACSs in a timely fashion. The aim is to provide an efficient and high perfolmance
PLS. In this thesis, thlee PLS configulations are implemented tvith relational and hier-
alchical database models fol the stolage and management of the location infolmation.
We aìso implemented the PLS selvices using centlalized and distlibuted approaches. Fi-
nally, the pelfolmance of the thlee PLS confrgurations is tested to identify the best PLS
configulation. The expelimental lesults shorv that among the three PLS configulations,
the distributed PLS rvith relational dilectory model provides the best PLS configuration.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Medical images ai'e key assets that plovide a means fol healthcare professionals to eval-

uate patient diagnosis and treatments, conduct lesealch of undellying diseases, facilitate

residents training programs, eúc. Tl'aditionally, medical images ale captuled, prirrted,

and stoled using films. Film utilization is inefficient because images must be physically

stored and rnanually letrieved, rvhich significantly affects the speed of healthcale deliv-

ery. This also introduces costs for storing, deliveling, and managing films in telms of

botli capital resoulces and people. To speed up healthcale delively and leduce oper'-

ation costs, digital imaging and digital image managenent system ale used to replace

radioglaphic films. This tlansition changes the operations and diagnostic procedures of

ladiology departments. Digital imaging enables medical images genelated fiom a valiety

of radiologic imaging modalities such as Computer Tomoglaphy, Magnetic Resonance,

Computer Radioglaphy, Ultlasound, etc. to be digitized and made available for online

vierving on compute:: rvo::kstations. Digital image management system also called pic-

ture archiaing and, cornmunication sgstem (PACS) is designed to facilitate the integration

and distlibution of digital images and irnage lelated data from valious diagnostic imaging

modalities in a ladiology departrnent.
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1.1 Picture Archiving and Communication System

A PACS is a computel system composed of several subsysterns. These subsystems include

a data acquisition system, PACS controller system, archive system and display system.

A data acquisition system consists of acquisition computels used to acquile image data

from ladiologic devices. Once the data acquisition system has acquiled the image data, it

convelts the image data fi'om the vendol specific folmat to a PACS standald folmat for

stolage and transmission. The formatted image data rvill then be deliveled to the PACS

contloller system and/ol display system for stolage and/ol intelpretation. The PACS

controllel system is the PACS engine that contlols the data florv rvithin the PACS. The

PACS engine consists of trvo components: the database server(s) and archive system,

responsible fol updating patient's lecolds and stoling lelated image data sent from the

acquisition system. It also selvices Ìequests from the display system. The archive system

p::ovides sho::t, medium, and long telm stolage devices for storing images and patient

lelated information. Finally, the display system consists of a set of display rvor-kstations

fol displaying images and assists usels in intelpleting images along rvith relevant data.

These subsystems ale intelconnected rvith valious netwolk facilities to ensur-e digital

images and image lelated data are available to mr,rltiple imaging departments so it is

efficiently stored and retlieved thloughout a hospital. A PACS also intelfaces rvith other'

medical infolmation systems. For example, it intelfaces rvith the hospital information

sysfern (HIS) and the rad,i,ologg information sgsúern (RIS) to acquire important data such

as patient information, examination schedules, and study types fol effective opelations

[Hua99].

The components of healthcale info¡:mation systems such as PACS, RIS, and HIS valy

rvith computer applications, platfolms, imagir.rg modalities, and vendols. Thelefole, trvo
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standards have been proposed and used to deal rvith the hetelogeneous textual data and

medical images among these components. These trvo standalds are healtlt, leael 7 (HL7)

and di.gital irnaging and communication i.n med,icine (DICOM).

HL7 is a standald used to handle the heterogeneous textual data folmats of diffelent

computel applications fi'om difielent vendors in a hospital environment. The goal of the

HL7 is to simplify the inteloperability problems by standardizing the data folmat and the

plotocol for exchanging key textual data among healthcale infolmation systems [Hua99].

While DICOM pr-ovides guidelines on horv image data can be formatted and exchangecl.

DICOM intloduces the concept of an infolmation object that is used to define and de-

scribe the contents of images, studies, r'eports, efc. Infolmation objects ale entities ol a

collection of entities defined using the DICOM i,nJormati.on object d,efini.ti.on (IOD) model.

IOD is an object-oriented abstlact model used to leplesent a leal ivolld entity such as

â patient, study, image, efc. There axe two groups of IODs. One IOD that replesents

a single leal ivolld entity is called a nolmalized IOD. A second IOD combines multiple

normalized IODs and is called a composite IOD. Each IOD consists a set of âttributes

that desclibe a single piece of information about the entity rvhen it is cleated. Attlibutes

may include patient name, image identifier', study unique identifier', study date, modality

lype, etc. IODs pelmit objects to be defined plecisely and to be used by hetelogeneous

rnedical imaging applications. An information object is uniquelf identified thlough an

entity-relationship model. DICOM also defines difielent selvice classes that ale used for

exchanging information objects betrveen computer applications and perform operations

on these objects. Thele ale trvo loles defined in DICOM. A machine that issues a service

request is called serai,ce class user (SCU). A machine that leceives the SCU requests and

performs ope::ations on the informatiou objects is called a serai,ce class prouáder (SCP).

A selvice and object form a fundamental DICO\4 unit called serui.ce object pair (SOP).
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Selvices ai-e lequested through a, set of DICOM message seruice elements (DIMSEs). A

DIMSE desclibes the SCU lequests and functions to be calried out b¡' [þs SCP on the

information objects. The goal of the DICO\4 standald is to facilitate interoperability

and to integrate dispalate medical images and lelated data generated from a var.iety of

modalities and manufactulers [Che01].

L.2 Health Distributed Archiving System

There ale many advantages of introdr.rcing PACS to the traditional film-based approach

in radiology and medicine. These include leduced film costs, stolage, and reduce the

liability fol misplacing films. PACS also facilitates the diagnostic plocess as technicians

and radiologists requile less time spent on image acquisition, delivery, reading, diagnosis,

lvriting lepolts, e¿c. From the advantages plovided by PACS, it becomes a critical com-

ponent in any healtlicale entelplise. Many hospitals employ a PACS ol sevelal PACSs to

assist healthcale delivery. A PACS can be either simple (small-scale) or complex (lalg+

scale) depending on the applications and the needs of a hospital. A simple PACS may

consist of an image acquisition device ivith a digitizel connected to a display ivolkstation.

The display rvorkstation has a database management system fol stoling image data. A

complex PACS may be a hospital-ivide PACS thaf integlates independent PACSs lesid-

ing at several imaging departments inside a hospital. Horvever', given the distributed

natule of any healthcale indr.rstry and the reality that patients often utilize the services

of sevelal hospitals, the integlation of PACSs should not be limited to those collocated

in a single hospital. A PACS can also be extended to multiple PACSs residing at sevelal

remote hospitals inside ol outside of a specific health legion. In addition, the PACS

netivolks at difielent hospitals need to be interconnected to shale radiology medical im-

ages and lelated patient data. In response to these necessities, a distlibuted computing
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system called health d.istri.buted archi,aing sgsfer¿ (HDAS) has been ploposed and is cur'-

rently being developed at the St. Boniface Genelal Hospital Research Centle (SBRC)

[CB01]. The main objective of the HDAS is to plovide a common layel fol the inte-

gration, tlansmission, storage, and letlieval of medical images and related patient data

scattered/distributed at diffelent PACSs thloughout legional hospitals that consists of

trvo or more facilities (e.g. Winnipeg health legion has nine hospitals).

1.3 Motivations and Objectives

The fir'st mission of the HDAS has been to integlate ladiology components of different

health legions. Establishing â common layer in difielent health legions lesults in seve::al

challenges and issues that the HDAS rnust oveLcome. One of the challenges is to efficiently

and effectively access, integrate, and share patient's medical images and lelated data. In

particular', data that is being generated, distlibuted, and stoled at difierent radiology

depaltments across several Ìemote hospitals must be managed collectly. For example,

consider a ladiologist rvho reads nervly acquiled images of a palticular patient in fi'ont of

a display rvolkstation. Fol diagnostic purpose, the ladiologist may rvish to compare the

neivly acquiled images ivith the patient's plevious images that ale possibly spread actoss

seveÌal lemote systems residing at different hospitals. Assume that hospitals rvitliin a

health legion ale inte::connected by a netrvolk facility. One'rvay of locating the patient's

plevious images is broadcast a message that contains patient's infolmation to all systems

inside the health region. Upon leceiving the message, each system is requiled to check

rvhethel it has images relâted to that patient. If so, the system lesponds to the calling

system by sending a message indicating that some images associated rvith that patient

ar-e found. Once all messages from all systems have been leceived, the calling system

returns a list to the radiologist. The radiologist rvill then select one or mole images from
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the list and subsequently obtain all images. The majol drarvback of this approach is

inefficient as the netrvolk grorvs and the numbel of users increases rvithin the hospital

region. The netrvoi'k bandividth is rvasted by messages seeking to locate irnages and

related patient data. Users may have to wait a longel time due to the lookup operation

at each system. This has motivated the development of a pati,ent location sgstem (PLS)

to tlack and locate ivhere patient's images and theil lelated generated data have been

stored. The PLS is a critical component of the HDAS. It plovicles infolmation that is

necessaly and subsequently r.rsed by other components of the HDAS to lespond to user

lequests in a timely fashion. To plovide an efficient and effective PLS, its architecture

and the defined database scheme for the storage and management of location infolmation

ale critical.

The objective of this thesis is to design, implement, and charactelize the perfolmance

of diffelent alchitectules and database schemes for the efficiently tracking and locating

image lelated data to suppolt the delively of HDAS services for legional healthcale data

networks.

L,4 Location System

A location system is a fâcility that manages information about the locations of objects

and performs operations on the infolmation. In general, a location system comptises two

main components: a rlirectory and a d,irectory serui,ce.

A dilectory is a database designed for storing infolmation about objects that exist in a

system. An object can be plactically anything, depending on the domain in rvhich it is

administrated. For example, an object can be an employee of a company, a selvice ol a
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device of a computel system. It can also be a dilectory, a mailbox, or a depaltment of

an otganization unit. Objects in a directoly ale identified thlor.rgh their names. Names

offel a convenient mechanism fol accessing objects in a system. A name can be a human-

readable name tailoled to be used by humans, a non-r'eusable unique name (identifier),

or an address that plovides an access point rvhere a particular object can be contacted

[Tan02]. In addition to the name, each object is typically associated rvitl.r a set of at-

tributes. The attlibutes to be stoled in the dilectoly are diffelent from one context to

another, rvhich defines explicitly the purpose and the use of information needed by the

system. The set of attlibutes, fol example, may include the telephone numbers of a user'

ol lesoulces and selvices provided by systerns [Nov03]. It could also be the location or

Internet addless of a Web page selver'. An attlibute catties a list of data lepositolies

{OLd93], a selvice available in an open environment [Bbv95], and a set of forrvalding

pointels fol keeping track of the cullent location of miglating agents in a mobile com-

munication system [ñfor02].

Names and attlibutes can be olganized in rnany diffelentlvays, depending on the data

model used and the dilectoly's implementation. Access to objects and their associated

attributes also depends on the directory implementation. A dilectory can be irnple-

mented as a set of flat files, r'elational tables, ol hieralchical trees [Shi00]. When a

directoly is implemented using a relational data model, infolmation may be stoled in

one or more pre-defined tables and accessed wilh Strwcture Querg Language (SQL) ma-

nipulation language. On the othe¡: han d, a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)

based dir-ectory, rvhich olganizes infolmation hieralchically in a tlee stlucture called Di-

rectory Information Tree (DIT) and can be accessed thlough the LDAP manipr.rlation

Ianguage [Fit97].
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Objects in a directory can be accessed and manipulated thlough names and their as-

sociated attlibutes. Ðilecto¡:ies ale usually accessed using a client/server. model. The

standald lule used to access a directory is called ãn (rcce$ protocol. In the previous ex-

amples, SQL and LDAP aÌe access plotocols that describe horv objects can be accessed

fiom the relational tables and DIT, respectively. A process that pelfolms oper.ations and

accesses to any infolmation stoled in a dit'ector-y is called a d,irectory seruen A pr.ocess

that lequests a selvice from a dilectoly selvel is called a client. The oper.ations ofieled

b)' a directoly ser:ver to its clients ale collectively leferled to as the di,rectory serui,ce.

Basic dilectory operations include stole, lookup, update, sealch, delete, and so on. For

example, Iooking up or searching directory information can be done as follorvs: a client

sends a lookup/seatclì r'equest that contains the name of an object or.a search criter-ion

explessed in terms of a set of attlibutes to the directory server. Upon r.eceiving the

client's request, the dilectory setveì'accesses the dilectory, perfolms lookr,rp/sear.ch op-

erations, and letulns lesults to the client.

Because of the di::ectoly selvice is tightly associated rvith a directoly and irnplemented

by means of a dilectoly selver', the directoly selvice is sometimes referled to a "dilec-

torJ'''. 4 dilectoly can be implemented either centlalized or distlibuted. A dilectory is

centralized if thele is only one dilectoly and the dilectoly sel'ver is located at a single

node (computer') of a cornputel network. On the othel hand, a directoly is distributed

if some of its data aÌe spÌead across sevelal nodes and is implemented ivith multiple

dilectory selvels intelconnected thror-rgh a compntel netrvolk. In addition, each direc-

toly selvel is autonomous and capable of executing some local operations on its data.

A dilectoly selver may also palticipate in the execution of some global opelations that

tequire accessing data at several nodes. Infolmation contained in a distlibuted dilectory

can be paltitioned, replicated, or a combination of both, to several nodes to implove the
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performance and the availability of the dilectoly.

l-.5 Summary of the Performance Analysis

Pelformance is a standald rvay of measuring the design decisions made on a system. In

a lalge-scale system, no matter if it is centlalized ol distributed, the performance of the

system is especially critical. Thele are many pelformance measuÌes that can be used to

evaluate the pelformance of a system. Pelformance cliaracteristics, such as response time

and thloughput, play an impoltant role in defining the quality of a system, palticulally in

Ialge-scale system rvith multiple components that splead acloss sevelal locations. Fol the

PLS to be tluly efiective and to have a high perfolmance, it rnust be demonstlated that it

cal provide selvices rvith its usels rvith lorv response time. Moleover, it must be capable

of handling extensive rvolkload rvithout substantially degrading the system thloughput.

Response time is a major concern fiom the ladiologists' pelspective as they often expect

services to take place almost instantly to facilitate their: daily diagnoses. Additionall¡

HDAS is expected to have lalge numbers of r,rsels utilizing its selvices in the neal futut'e.

Thus, the throughput of the PLS is impoltant, especially aimed at providing location

suppolt to large-scale systems such as HDAS. For these leasons, the r..esponse time a¡d

the thloughput of the PLS are the majol pe::folmance meâsures considered in ihis thesis.

1.6 Summary and Contributions of the Thesis

One of the major challenges of the HDAS is to efficiently and effectively access, integlate,

and shai-e patient's medical images and lelated data. In palticula.r, the data generated,

distlibuted, and stored at diffelent ladiology depaltments acloss sevelal remote hospitals.

This thesis plesents a design fol a PLS ivith centralized and distributed apploaches
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for tlacking and locating patients' medical images and theil lelated generated data to

support the delively of HDAS selvices. The system's directory rvill be designed using

relational and LDAP based (i.e. hielalchical tree stlucture) data model. The plototypes

of valious systern aÌchitectures ale implemented. In addition to these, a simulation model

is developed to conduct the pelfor-mance analysis on valious system architectules.

1.6.1 Contributions of the Thesis

In this thesis, the emphasis is on the performance analysis of the PLS. The results of the

pelfolmance analysis pi"ovide insight on the combined effect of the database scheme ând

the alchitecture used to design the system. Results can also be used as a building block

to develop a suitable database model fol the stolage and management of DICOIvI images

and lelated patient data.

1,.7 Organization of the Thesis

The balance of the thesis is olganized as follorvs. Chapter' 2 provides a sulvey on va::i-

ous location services specifically used in hospital envilonment and diffelent middleware

technologies used in distlibuted compr"rting systems. Chapter 3 describes the PLS archi

tectules and directoly designs. Tlie implementation details of valious components of a

PLS and the perfolmance simulation model ale given in Chapter'4. Chapter' 5 presents

the pelformance analysis details and discusses the experimental results of the perfor'-

mance of various PLS configurations. Finally, Chapter' 6 provides the conclusion of the

thesis and discusses the futule dilections of the PLS.

10



Chapter 2

Literature Survey

Many approaches liave been ploposed and discussed in the literatule concerning hoiv to

deal rvith location and identification of patients and their related medical infolmation in

a hospital enviLonment. The main objective of a location service/systern is to provide

usels ivith fast access to objects that may genelate, stole, and/or be distlibuted to var'-

ious sites intelconnected thlough netivolk facilities. In Section 2.1, we ovelvierv some

existing apploaches applied to the healthcale domain.

As mentioned in Section 1.4, directories ale generally implemented using the client/selver'

model. If a location system is intended fol a distributed system rvith a small number'

of entities and users ale lestlicted to a local alea nettvor-k, it is often feasible to imple-

ment the location system using the centlalized apploach. Horvever', in enterplis+rvide

distlibuted system rvith many entities lesiding at geoglaphically dispelsed sites inter'-

connected thlough netrvork facilities, the implementation of a location system may also

need to be distlibuted. In such a setting, the distlibuted location system is necessaÌy to

intetoperate rvith other components, applications, and systems in distributed hetetoge-

neous envilonment. A distlibuted system incorporated a middlervale technology into the

11
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client/server ar-chitectule airned at imploving intelopelability, flexibility, and maintain-

ability of tlie system. In the past feiv years, many middlervare technologies have emer-ged

aimed at simplifying and facilitating the development of applications for distributed sys-

tem. In Section 2.2, ive rvill overvierv some of these technologies.

2,L Location Services

A framervolk ploposed [Gsm00] attempts to implove the diagnostic plocesses of legional

and national patient health care centres (PHCCs) in the primary health care (PHC) en-

vironment. It adopts the Common Object Request Broker Architecrfzre (CORBA) and

rveb-based (hitranet/Internet) technologies to suppott distributed access to electronic

health care records (EHCRs). The flameivork focuses on the EHCRs being generated

and distlibuted at sevelal lemote PHCCs. Each PHCC is associated with a HIS respon-

sible fol maintaining a database, rvhich stoles all locally legisteled EHCRs. It is assumed

that each patient's EHCR rvill legistel at the PHCC located neal the location tvhere the

patient lives and subseqr-rently become the local PHCC fol stoling the patient's EHCRs.

Since patierrts may visit sevelal lemote PHCCs scatteled thlor.rghout diffelent legions,

the concept of loaming EHCR (R-EHCR) is intloduced. A R-EHCR is created from the

ÐHCR, as tìie patient visits a nerv PHCC, possibly located at a remote legion. Each

legion's HIS is requiled to maintain a cache database that stores the patients' R-EHCR.

To facilitate the location of patient's EHCRs ol R-EHCRs, the fiamework also intro-

duced a centlalized entity called the roami,ng n-Lanager (RN,I). The RM is responsible for

maintaining a global master EHCR index of all EHCRs (i.e. the locations of all HISs).

To locate EHCR ol R-EHCR in a tirnely rvay, the global mastel EHCR index is cached

at each HIS and updated in a specific period of time. Locating a patient's EHCR or

R-trHCR is done in the folloiving manner. When a patient visits a remote PHCC, the le-

t2
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mote HIS lookups its locally cached index to identify the location of the patient's ÐHCR.

Once specific location infolmation is obtained, the lemote HIS gets a copy of the EHCR

fi'orn that specific location and subsequently stores it in the local R-ÐHCR cache. After

the EHCR is obtained, the HIS then notifies the RNI to update the location information

of the R-EHCR. The cached EHCR (R-EHCR) ivill remain at the remote PHCC and be

deleted after a specific peliod of time. Horvever', if a patient keeps visiting the remote

PHCC, the master EHCR ivill be deleted fiom its local PHCC and the lemote cached

R-EHCR rvill then become the patient's mastel EHCR. If transfelled, the HIS contacts

the Rlvl and updates the EHCR location information. Horvever', the authors [Gsm00] did

not provide specific details on horv and rvhich database model rvas adopted to implement

the global master EHCR index.

The PACS database desclibed by Tlayser' [Tl'a94] maintains image and radiological ex-

amination data associated rvith patients. The PACS database does not contain clinical

data but only that used to describe images. Clinical data and patient associated infor'-

mafion such as patient identifrcation, medical history, and the sequence of ladiologicaÌ

examinations are handled by the HIS core database. The HIS cole database provides an

access point for the RIS to obtain patients' demoglaphics and clinical data associated

rvith patients. The PACS database in tuln interfaces to the RIS to mange patients'

digital images. The rnain ftrnction of the PACS database is to plovide a directoly of

all digital images obtained fi'om diffelent imaging modalities and subsequently deliveling

these images to sevelal display sevels fol intelpletation. The PACS database is imple-

mented using the INGRES relational database management system. The dilectory is in

tuln implemented using several relational tables, rvhich include patient table, examina-

tion tables, and a set of image descliption tables. The patient table is the main table of

the PACS database as it contains patient identification entries. Each patient identifica-

13
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tion ently is linked to a set of examination tables, rvhich in turn ale linked to a set of

images descliption tables. The patient table is linked to the HIS core database as rvell

for refelencing patients' master entlies. In addition to these tables, the PACS database

also maintains an update list to recold the locations of all duplicated files that are being

distributed to diffelent display servers thloughout the hospital. The update list is used

to facilitate the cleanup (removing necessaty images) at display selvers. Users access

to the PACS database is th::ough a computel application called Interacttue System for

Image Selecti.on (ISIS), rvhich acts as a blorvser of the PACS dilectoly and a transfer.

operatol fol digital images.

Tsiknakis eú al. [Tsi95] describe the patient meta-record (PMR) concept that plovides

a nnified way to access computerized, patient record (CPR) segments maintained at dif-

ferent healthcale institutions scatteled thloughout a hospital region. The PMR stoles

meta-information about patients and provides the information soulce for accessing a pa-

tient's CPR. Ivleta-infolmation includes the type, location, date of genelation, means of

access, elc. that can be used to access patient CPR segmerrts local to a healthcare in-

stitution. A CPR segment includes sevelal infolmation objects that ale used to desclibe

a patient's diagnostic study, examinations pe::folmed on a single modality, primaly or'

folloiv-up intelpletations, and the results of diagnostic examinations. Information ob-

jects ale olganized in a ivay that follorvs the infolrnation object model described in the

DICOÀ,Í 3.0 standard. CPR segments are olganized hieralchically in a tlee stt'uctule

database (CPR dilector:y) local to the healthcare institution. Access to a CPR segrnent

of a given patient is achieved through a CPR dilectoly selver', rvhich uses the infolmation

contained in tlie PMR and the LDAP directoly access plotocol. Thele ale several CPR

directoly selvers distlibuted acloss the healthcare netrvolk to plovide dilectoly selvices

for healthcale institutions. Asynch::onous messages are broadcasted legulally among the

74
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CPR dilectoly serveÌs to keep theil CPR dir-ectories consistency. The PIvIR concept is

furthel extended and used in a domain-specific fi'amervolk [Lei97]. The proposed fiame-

rvot k integt'ates hetelogeneous healthcale infolmation systems that ale rvidely distlibuted

and in an attempt to establish a distlibuted telemedicine selvices environment. It uses

the PMR concept as rvell as standard dilectoly selvices to facilitate selvices plovided for

data mediation, distributed directoly access, and workfloiv management a.mong various

hetelogeneous healthcale infolmation systems. The PMR and the distlibuted director.y

selvices are also used to folm the concept of a viltual patient lecot'd by integr:ating

CPR segments rnaintained by those systems. Infolmation contained in the extended

PMR includes the meta-infolmation about the infolmation systems involved (infotma-

tion stluctures and theil sernantics), the Iocations of sel'vice objects, and hea.lthcare data.

The CPR dilectory is implemented using the X.500 dilector:y model and accessed thror,rgh

dilectory servers using the LDAP access plotocol. The framervolk also made use of the

CORBA, a dist¡ibuted computing technology to integrate, stoÌe, discover', and adveltise

infolmation about object services.

Folslund eú al. [For'98] intloduced a collabolative envilonment in rvhich multiple usels

at diffelent locatio¡rs can simultaneously access, vierv, edit, and intelplet patient data.

The main pr.lrpose of the collabolative envilonrnent is to allorv intelactive consultations

and timely communication among healthcale ploviders (e.g. physicians), patients, and

insulels, ivho ale possibly located at diffelent healthcare facilities acloss a rvide-area net-

rvolk in difierent healthcale domains. The collabolative environment rvas implemented

on a system called TeleMed,. The TeleMed system is developed based on the viltual pa-

tient lecord concept. The virtual patient recold concept is intloduced to handle valious

data formats and data stluctules of information systems involved in a collaborative con-

sultation. Fol valious leasons) a patient's medical recolds might scatteled at difielent

l5
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healthcare facilities, possibly across national ot' intelnational boundaly. The viltual pa-

tient record concept plovides users tvith a unified vierv to patient's medical infor.mation

maintained at diffelent healthcale facilities. A vi¡:tual patient lecord for a given patient

is ct'eated on demand fi'om collaborating healthcale institutions rvhen required. Folslund

eÍ al. [For'96], argue that fast and seculely identifo patients as rvell as their healthcare

¡rloviders ale major factols affecting the feasibility of the viltual patient recold concept.

Fol these leasons, the master patient index (MPI) is used to identify patients and their'

lespective healthcale providers in a timely and secule rval'. The MPI consists of trvo

cornponents: (1) unique names used to uniquely identify patients and (2) pointels used

to point to the locations rvhere patients' medical infolmation can be found [l(il97]. MPI

plovides a linkage to distributed hetelogeneous systems that constitute an intelactive

consultation. Infolmation fol cleating MPI consists of patient demoglaphics such as

name, gender', date of bilth, and so on that can be used to identify a patient and his/hel

disparate medical records. A patient or a healthcale plovidel is identified by means of a

person id,entifi,cation senter (PiDS) [For98]. Tlie PIDS is one of the components of the

TeleMed systern. However', the authors do not specify horv the PIDS accesses the MPI

to locate patient medical infolmation.

Zisman [Zis98] proposes a distributed information discovely system to suppolt location

and identification of medical data lelated to usels' r'equests. It also supports data ac-

cess among hetelogeneous autonoìnous databases that ivele cleated and administrated

at different depaltments in a hospital envilonment. The main objective of the system is

to limit infolmation discovery to a gloup of database systems called a federation, rvhich

either contains data lelevant to the user's lequest or infolmation lelated to a database

system that possibly holds the requested data. A fedelated database systems is formed

rvhen a set of database systerns rvish to shar-e and exchange data rvith each other'. The

16
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creation of a federation is based on the shaled data of each database system as rvell as

usels and applications that ale autltorized to access the sha¡ed data. Within a feder.ation,

database systems intelopeÌate to plovide functions for plocessing users'tequests, locating

lequested data, and pelfolrning quely translations. A database system in one feder-ation

can also palticipate in othel fedelations rvhen needed. A fedelation is fulther divided

into a second level rvith gloups based on the type of the shaled data contlibuted by the

palticipating databases. This second level is used to limit and facilitate the search dur.ing

the information discovely plocess. Additionally, each database system consists of a set of

additional stluctu¡:es to facilitate interopelability betrveen heterogeneous databases for'

each fedelatioìr ivhere tlie database system is participating. LOCate is one of the addi-

tional structules used to locate each database system. The main function of the LOCate

is to recold the conte¡rts and the locations of dife::ent database systems to suppolt data

location and data distlibution. Infolmation contains "the names of the groups of the le-

Iated fedelation and specialized terms" that ale olganized hielarchically in tlie LOCate

stluctu¡-e. Specialized telms ale used to lefelence related database systems to plovide

suppolt fol usels duling an information discovely process. Telms ale defrned based on

the local schema of a database system and the instances of palticipated databases. A

term is selected based on the interests of users and applications as rvell as data shaled by

each database system. Due to the plocess of defining and administlating telms is com-

plex, human assistance is lequiled to define and validate terms. Fulthel, the hierarchical

structule of the LOCate is changed as the lesults of any addition, modification, and

removal of databases to the infolmation discovely system. Thelefore, a tool is plovided

to construct LOCate intelactively rvith the cooldinatol of a related fedelation and the

palticipating database systems. The infolmation discovely system also implemented an

algolithm to facilitate dynamic constluction of LOCate hielarchy.

l7
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2.2 Middleware Technologies

By using middlervare technology the client/server model has imploved the inter.opelabil-

ity, poltability, and flexibility of a distlibuted system. N,fiddlervare technology is designed

to provide connectivity betrveen applications, ptogtams, ol plocesses. It manages com-

munication and data exchange bettveen components in distlibuted systems. It sr-rpports

heterogeneous applications to interact and communicate rvith each other', rvithout legar:d

to the languages, platforms, and locations. Thelefole, developing distributed compì.lt-

ing systems using middletvale technology suppot'ts intelopelability across languages and

platforms, as rvell as enhancing maintainabilit¡' and adaptability of the system. In the

past ferv years, many middlerva.re technologies liave been developed and ploposed to

sirnplifo the developrnent of applications fol distributed system. The most ividely used

middlervare tecl.rnologies include Remote Proced,ure Call (RPC), Remote Method. Inuoca-

fzoz (Rlt4I), and Object Request Broker (ORB), among othels. These technologies have

been widely adopted fol implementing object-based systems in genelal. Each of these

technologies is briefly levieived in this section.

2.2.1 Remote Procedure Call

The Remote Procedure Call (RPC) is designed to ha:ndle communications betrveen pro-

cesses (plograms) residing at sepalate machines interconnected thlough a computel net-

rvork. The basic idea of the RPC is to allorv a client component of a distlibuted system

to make a procedule call to a selvel regaldless of location, platform, or opeÌating system.

The idea behind RPC is to hide the lemote execution fi'om the client application and

make the remote procedule look like a local plocedule call. A lemote procedure call

is achieved by exchanging messages betrveen the client's implementation (client stub)

and the selver''s implernentation (selvel stub). The client and servel stubs ale selved as
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"dlivels" to tlansmit lequests betrveen client and remote procedules. Stubs ar.e used for.

malshalling, delivering, and unmarshalling messages betrveen a client and r.emote proce-

dules. A message deliveled by the client stub contains the client's request, the name of

the remote procedule, and the necessaty par-ametel:s. The message sent from the ser.ver.

stub contains the selver''s leply to the lemote plocedule call. In RPC, stubs ale genelated

nsing the InterJace Defini,tion Language (lDL), rvhich contains the interfaces fol remote

plocedure calls. An interface consists of a set of ptocedures or methods implemented by

a se::vel fol its clients. The IDL is a declaration language, ivhich desclibes the procedures

ot methods that can be called ovel the netlvoÌk and the infolmation that can be passed

to and fi'om those procedules or methods. When r.rtilizing RPC, the client and server

stubs must agree on the RPC plotocol. The RPC pÌotocol determines the message for'-

mat to be used fol marshalling paÌametels and lesults of a plocedule call, encoding lules

fol replesenting simple data stluctìJles, and the transport protocol for message exchange.

The main advantage of the RPC is that it increases the intelopelability and access

trânspalency of a system by allorving a client to employ a procedule call to access a

selvel located at a lemote system. The interfaces defined in IDL enable RPCs to in-

teroperate betrveen applications ivlitten in diffelent languages. N4ost RPC employ the

synchlonous request-r'eply mechanism, rvhich involves blocking of the client until the

selver leplies to its lequest. The advantage of this mechanism is that it can be used to

guard against ovelloading a netrvolk. Horvever', this mechanism also has disadvantage,

as it requiles the client and the server to ahvays be available and operational. Since

most RPC implementations plovide poor suppolt fol objects lefelences, they make RPC

less attlactive rvhen implementing applications in distlibuted object-based systems as

compaled to othel middleivale technologies [Tan02].
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2.2.2 Remote Method Invocations

Instead of supporting transpar-ent access to lemote plocedurcs, Remote Method Inao-

cøúzon (Rtr4I) focuses on object method invocations in the object-oliented paladigm. It

applies the RPC concept to make lemote objects accessible thlough their object intelface.

Unlike RPC, object interfaces ale defined using the same object-oriented language as the

one fol cleating the l'emote object. In RN4I, a servel is lesponsible fol cleafing lemote

objects and making them available for thei:: clients by registeling them rvith a bootstrap

naming facility called the RMI regi,stry. A client can make a call on a lemote object that

resides on a different machine once it obtains a leference to the remote object. Obtaining

refelences to remote objects can be achieved either by looking up temote objects in the

RMi legistly ol by r:eceiving leferences as parameters ol retur-n values. Similar to the

RPC, interfaces ar-e compiled to ploduce the client's ploxy (client stub) and the selver's

skeleton (selvel stub). Horvever', the message deliveled by the ploxy involves method

invocations lathel than procedule calls.

Objects can be passed as palameters or leturned as valr:es using RÌ\4I by a lemote method

call betrveen components in a distlibuted system. Objects can be passed by value or by

leference. When an object is passed by value, a copy of the object is cleated and passed

along with the method invocation provided the object is selializable. When an object is

passed by reference, the object's ploxy implementation and the necessaly classes rvill be

dorvnloaded to the client's addless space fol method invocations. Once the ploxy of a

remote object has been loaded into the client's address space, the client can then use the

pÌoxy to make any method invocations to the object locally. In Rlt4I, Iocal objects are

usually passed by valr.re, rvhereas ::emote objects âÌe passed by lefelence. The dynamic

class and stub dorvnloading is an essential feature of R\4L This apploacli allorvs devel-
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opels to build a vai'iety of ploxies, rvhich avoid the need to make remote invocations in

celtain cases. This also facilitates softrvale distlibution and ease of maintenance because

classes and stubs can be loaded dynamically on demand rvhen needed and do not need

to be pleinstall on client machines. Since RN4I adopts the RPC mechanism fol method

invocations, a client is blocked until it leceived a lesponse. One of the disadvantages of

RMI is that all objects (interfaces) that constitute the distributed system ale assumed

wlitten in the same language. Thus, RMI is limited to a single-language envir-onment

and does not allo¡v intelactions with objects wlitten in different languages. Thelefole,

R\4I is not rvell suited for implementing a lalge-scale distlibuted system that involves

hetelogeneous components [Sun95, Sut97, Tan02, Wal98].

2.2.3 Object Request Broker

Similar to the RMI, Object Request BroÀer (ORB) is designed to handle communication

betrveen clients and objects in the object-oliented paladigrn. Unlike RMI, ORB suppolts

communication and data exchange between objects legaldless of platfolms, softwaÌe,

and vendols. The main idea of ORB is to plomote interoperability of hetelogeneous

distributed systems and portability acÌoss difielent ploglamming languages, platforrns,

and ORB implementations. The basic functions of ORB include locating and activating

Ìemote objects, nalshalling and unmalshalling parametels and lesults, and establishing

communication betrveen clients and objects. Most ORB ploducts genet'ally offer a dilec-

toly of selvices, ivhich help in locating and establishing communication betrveen clients

and selvices [Tan02].

ORB is the cole communication infi astructure of any CORBA distributed system. CORBA

is a specification of a standald alchitectule, rvhich allorvs diffelent vendots to develop
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ORB ploducts. It can be thought of as alchitectule fol integlating diverse applications.

All objects and selvices are defined in the CORBA IDL. Static stubs and skeletons ale

genelated at compile time by an IDL compiler'. Section 2.2.1 explains how IDL is used

to desclibe the methods that can be called ovel the netwoÌk and the infolmation that

can be passed to and fi'om those procedures or methods. CORBA also defines mappings

f¡:om IDL to all suppolted programming languages such as C++ ol Java. In CORBA,

a method can be declaled as a one-tvay opelation that makes method invocation unidi

lectional rvithout letulning a lesult ot success acknorvledgement to the sender'. This is

an advantage for the client, as it is not blocked until the competition of the operation.

Many CORBA compliant systems suppot't a dynamic invocation interface that allows

dynamic lequest genelation {Inp00]. This is useful rvhen the client has no compile time

knowledge about the intelfaces it is accessing. CORBA also plovides specifications for

implementing CORBA compliant selvices such as naming, collection, tlansaction, quely

services, etc. In CORBA, flexibility is obtained by using object adapters (e.g. Basic Ob-

ject Adaptel and Portable Object Adapter') to associate an object implementation rvith

an OBR that de-multiplexes and dispatches the requests [lnp00]. A CORBA system

typically consists of a collection of CORBA selvices, rvhich ale consideled fundamental

fol building intelopelable and portable distlibuted applications [Tan02]. There are a

number of ORB/CORBA products available inclLrding Java IDL, Java RMI over IIOP,

VisiBroker@ fol Java, efc.

This thesis uses the VisiBloker@ fol Java developed by the Borland Software Colpolation

to implement the location system because of its robustness {Che02]. The ORB of the

VisiBloker@ for Java is fully compliant rvith the CORBA 2.3 specification. It plovides

various selvices to facilitate the development of distl'ibuted applications. These selvices

inclr.rde naming, distlibuted dilectoly, Iocation, service discovety selvices, eúc.
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Chapter 3

Patient Location System

Tlre goal of a pati,ent locati,on system (PLS) is to plovide an efficient mechanism for'

tlacking and locating a patient's images and their related genelated data. In palticular

any data that ale being stor-ed and/or distlibuted to various nodes (sites) interconnected

thlough netwolk facilities. The PLS is one of the critical components of the HDAS. The

PLS is plimarily used to plovide information that is necessaly and subsequently used by

other components of the HDAS to plovide r:sers rvith timely selvices.

The PLS is designed r.rsing the client/servel model rvith the use of VisiBloker@ for Java

(i.e. ORB ploduct) that enables communication betrveen clients and selvets. In the

client/server model, a client is a process that lequests a se¡vice from a selvel by sending

it a lequest. A selver is a process that provides (implements) specific selvice(s) fol its

clients. Client applications usually manage the f¡:ont-end (user-intelface) por:tion of a

system and facilitate intelactions betrveen users and othel palts of a system. Selvers, on

the other hand, plovide the back-end plocessing of a system such as managing shared

resoulces, maintaining and plotecting pelsistent data, providing application services, and

so on. Depending on the system configulation, a client and servel may leside both on
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a single machine or sepalate machines that may be located at diferent nodes. In the

formel case, the communication betrveen a client and a servel is typically done ovel a

netrvolk even though they both leside on a single computer'.

There are many diffelent ivays to olganize clients and servers in a system. The client/selver

model can be organized as tivo-tiel a::chitecture, thlee-tier (multi-tier) architectule, and

multi-tier architectule rvith rniddlervale technolog¡ to narrow a ferv models. An alchi-

tectule in turn cân be centlalized, distributed, or a combination thereof that facilitate

the connections betrveen users and shaled lesoulces. The distinction betrveen these ar'-

chitectules is based on the distribution of system processing, functions, data, and/or

control. This thesis presents trvo PLS designs that adopt the centralized and distlil¡uted

apploaches. The perfolmance of the tivo alchitectules is studied in terms of system

tlansaction lesponse time and thloughput, Both PLS designs are implernented using

Java technology because of its simplicity, openness, and portability. According to Java

documentation, Java based application can Lun on any platform plovided that the ma-

clrine used fol lunning the application has ø" Jaua Virtual Mach.'ine (JVM). Java also

provides a variety of application programming i.nterfaces (APIs) and utility packages to

facilitate the system development plocess.

3.1 System Architectures

To plovide an efficient tracking ar.rd locating mechanism, two PLS alchitectules: centlal-

ized and distlibuted have aheady been designed based on the distlibution ofthe dilectory

ald the dilectoly service that performs operations on that dilectoly. The centralized PLS

is designed to provide a single dilectory fol all processing nodes (hospitals) rvithin the

hospital envilonment. On the other hand, the distlibuted PLS contains multiple directo-
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lies; each dilectory contains the infolmation stoled at one node. This chaptel desclibes

the components that constitute the tivo PLS at:clìitectures. The corlesponding dilectory

design is given in Sectiorr 3.2.

3.1.1 Centralized PLS Architecture

The centlalized alchitectule is consideled a baseline model fol implementing the PLS.

In the centlalized PLS, the dilectoly is maintained centrally at one of the plocessing

nodes rvithin the HDAS. The PLS dir:ectoly contains infolmation that is linked to a set

of DICON4 databases. A DICOM databases is used to hold metadata about patient im-

ages. In this alchitectur-e, the dilectory service is plovided thlough a single dilectory

server, rvhich lesides at one of the processing nodes acloss the system. The directory

selver is lesponsible fol pelfolming update and lookup opelations on the infolmation

contained in the PLS dilectory. In addition to the dilectoly server', thele exist sevelal

components that constitute the PLS. These components include clients, node selvels,

ORB, and database management systems.

A client leplesents an entity (a user ol an imaging modality) that belongs to the health

domain or anothel component of HDAS. A node servel is lesponsible fol invoking ser'-

vices (objects) that aÌe made available to its clients. An object ir.rvocation is based on

the lequest sent fiom a client. An object is lefelled to â servânt that offels an imple-

mentation of a specific service (e.g. updates the metadata of a patient's record, obtains

the location of DICOM database(s) associated rvith a patient's lecold, eúc.) invoked by

clients. A selvant may contact the dilectoly setver on behalf of a client rvhen needed.

The co¡nmunication betiveen a client and a servant is handled through the ORB. Finally,

a database management sgsfem (DB\4S) is a softrvale component that provides a stol'age
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Figule 3.1: Centlalized PLS located at hospital 2 of the HDAS node

meclranism and pelforms opeÌations (e.g. quelies, updates, etc.) on data items that

ale being stored in a database. Within the PLS (centlalized ol distributed), DICON4

databases ale implemented r.rsing the IBM@ DB2@ Entelprise Extended Edition (EEE)

lelational DBNIS. Figr,rre 3.1 shorvs the conceptual vierv of the centlalized PLS.

The intelactions betiveen the components in the centralized PLS can be desclibed r.rsing

the follorving example: assume a client at one of the processing nodes rvithin the PLS

needs to update the metadata of nervly acquiled images of a patient. To make an update

r-equest, the client fir'st uses the ORB bound to a servant (i.e. object) that implements an

update service r:esiding in the local node selver. Upon leceiving the client's bind request,

the ORB locates the node selver and obtains the leference to the update servant. When

the ORB successfully obtained a reference to the update selvant, it returns the lefelence
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Figule 3.2: The intelaction betrveen client, selver, and directoly servel in PLS

back to the client and establishes a connection betrveen the client and the servant. When

the client holds the reference, it invokes the methods implemented by the selvant. The

servant then contacts the DBNIS of the local DICOM database, ivhich ivill then update

the metadata of a patient's lecord on behalf of the servant. When the metadata of the

patient's images is sr-rccessfully stoled in the local DICOM database, the update selvant

geneì'ates an update lequest to the dilectoly serve-,-. Upon leceiving the selvant's request,

the dilectory selvel updates the location information (i.e. the netrvolk address of a node

rvhele the DICOM database resides) of tlie patient and then sends a reply message back

to the selvant. Finally, the selvant plocesses the reply sent from the dilectory servel and

subsequently sends its reply back to the client. The interaction betrveen the client, selver',

and the dilectory servel is depicted in Figule 3.21. The interaction betrveen components

to perform lookup lequest is the same as the update request except that the client rnay

go to one or more nodes to request the rnetadata of a palticular patient aftel' r'eceiving a

lesponse from the local node servel.
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3.7.2 Distributed PLS Architecture

The distlibuted PLS is similal to the centlalized PLS except that each processing node

maintains its orvn dilectory, ivliich is subseqr.rently replicated to othel nodes to form a

system-rvide dir-ectory service. In addition, each node lias a dir-ectory server that per'-

folnm update and lookup opelations on location infolmation stoled in the Iocal directoly.

Intelactions betrveen components ale similar to that of the centlalized PLS, with the only

diffelence being that the selvants of a node selvel rvill contact its local dilectoly server

to pelfolm dilectory operations. Figule 3.3 shorvs the conceptual vieiv of the distributed

PLS rvithin the HDAS.

In addition to pelfolming update and lookup operations, the dilectoly server at each node

DisÞlay
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rnust update the replicated Iocation information at other directoly selver nodes legularly

(i.e. an interval that is applopr-iate for system consolidation). The main pulpose of r.epli-

cation is to implove the data availability, accessibility, and leliability of the distlibuted

PLS. There ale many advantages to having data replicated at multiple nodes. These

include leducing single points of failure and plotecting data against colluption as the

availability and the accessibility ofdata increase. Replication also increases the reliability

of the systen because the PLS allows useL access to data continuously even rvhen some

of the nodes ale not opelational. Furthermole, local quelies can be distlibuted to nealby

nodes to achieve bettel load balance, rvhich in tuln imploves the ovelall per-folmance

of the PLS. Horvever', r'eplication poses the ploblem of maintaining consistency among

replicated directolies. This is because the content of an individual dilectory is changed

whenevel an update (insertion, modification, and deletion) opelation is performed on the

leplicated data. Thelefole, rvhenevel an lrpdate opelation is pelfolmed on any replica,

the update has to be plopagated to all replicas to erìsuÌe global consistency acloss the

system.

To design an update propagation strategy for the distlibuted PLS, lve need to specify

ivhat data has to be tlansfeued as an update (entile content ol semantic), rvhele update

propagation should be initiated (push ol pull), and rvhen an r-rpdate needs to be tlans-

mitted (immediate ol eventual) {Gla96, Sai01, Wie00]. In the distributed PLS, rve adopt

the pr-rsh-based and lazy replication apploaches to apply updates among leplicas across

the system. Push-based apploach states that each replica (node) has the lesponsibility

for pushing pending updates to other leplicas (nodes) [Sai01]. Lazy replication focuses

on data availability and maintains a higli deglee of data accessibility. Lazy leplication

allorvs tempolaly inconsistencies among leplicas because of the assumption that all lepli-

cas rvill eventually be updated. Therefole, rvhenevel an update opelation is performed
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on any one of the replicas, the update operation is not plopagated immediately to other'

leplicas. Instead, update opeìations ale propagated to other leplicas eventr:ally to reflect

the changes [Gla96, Sai01, Tan02, Wie00].

The plopagation of update operation in the distlibuted PLS is done as follorvs: rvhen-

ever a dilectory server receives an r:pdate leqr.rest, it updates the local dilectoly and

pushes the data to an update buffer. An update l¡uffer is used to stote netv updates

(i.e. the patient identifieÌs). Each local dilectory selver is lequired to plopagate (push)

updates that are being stored in the buffer to othel temote dit'ectoì'y servels regulally

to leflect the changes. When a remote dilectory selver has received the updates, these

updates a¡:e leflected in the local dilectory accordingly. This guarantees that all local di-

rectolies (r'eplicas) rvithin the system will eventually become consistent. As this::esealch

focuses on studying the pelfolmance of difierent PLS alchitectules, all components ale

assumed lvitliin the distr-ibuted PLS so they ale reacllable and operational at tlìe time the

pelfolmance sirnulation takes place. Thelefole, issues related to Ìecovety fiom netrvotk

paltitioning, hardrvare oÌ softlvare failu::es are not addlessed in this thesis.

3.2 Directory Models

A dir-ectoly is a database, rvhich stoles infolmation about objects that exist in a system.

A database is a structur-ed collection of data lelated to those objects. Objects can be

virtually anything depending on the pulpose of a database. For example, a database may

be cleated for storing information about employees in an olganization. Information could

be a set of attlibutes (e.g. names, employee numbels, salaries, efc.) that can be used to

uniquely identify an employee. Florn the PLS pelspective, objects ale lefelled to patient

infolmation stoled in one ol moLe DICON4 databases located at diffelent locations in
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the hospital netrvolk. Data contained in a database ar:e usually organized in ivay that

can be easily accessed, managed, and updated. Thele are many data rnodels ploposed

fol organizing data in a database. The trvo most commonly used aÌe the lelational and

hielalchical tlee data models

In the lelational data model, data ale olganized into one ol more pledefined tables called

relational tables. A lelational table consists of one ol mote rows and columns. Each lorv

replesents a unique instance of data fol the attlibutes defined by the columns [OV91].

Relational tables ale lelated thlough a set of attlibutes. In the hieralchical tree data

model, data are olganized in a hierarchical tlee stluctute. A hielalchical t¡:ee such as the

DIT desclibed contains a collection of entries [Fit97, Horv95, How96]. Each ently rep-

lesents some types of objects and is composed of one or mole attlibutes. Each attlibute

has a type and may have one ol more associated values. The attlibute type detelmines

the syntax of an attlibr.rte, rvhich in tuln detelmines horv data rvill be cornpaled rvith the

values contained in a quely. A set of attlibutes is leferled to an object class. An object

class contlols a set of mandatoly and optional attributes contained in an ently. An ently

type is r.rsed to determine rvhich attlibutes are mandatoly attlibutes and optional. En-

tlies are typically alranged in the DIT follorv a geoglaphical and organizational stÌuctuÌe

but is not lirnited to such an organization.

In the PLS, the DICOI\4 database is cleated based on the relational d¿ta model and

implemented using IB\,I@ DB2@ EEE relational DBMS. A DICOM database stores the

metadata of patients' images and theil associated attributes. The database is designed

ivith an assumption that a mastel patient index mechanism ah'eady exists in the hospi-

tal netwolk. Each DICOIvI database contains sevelal relational tables, tvhich includes a

patient table, a study table, and a selies table. Tlie patient table stores identifiels that
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ale used to uniquely identify patients in a hospital. A str"rdy table consists of identifiers

that r-rniquely identify a par:ticulal str"rdy of a patient. Finally, the selies table contains

identifiels that uniquely identify a particulaÌ selies of a study.

The PLS dilectoly in tu::n stoles the netrvolk addt'esses of machines rvhere the DICOM

data fol a particulal patient exists. The PLS directory consists of patient and hospital

identifiels. Patient identifiels contained in the directory are used to link to the patient

table contained in a DICOM database. In the follorving sections, we plesent trvo PLS di-

rectory designs based on the relational and DIT hielarchical tree data models as described

previously.

3.2.L Relational PLS Directory

The relational PLS dilectoly contains one lelational table called Host. The Host table

consists of trvo attlibutes: patient identifiels and hospital identifiels. A palàent identi.f.er

(PID) is a unique identification number generated by the mastel patient index mechanism

rvhen a patient is registered at one of the hospitals intelconnected to the hospital netwolk.

A hospital identifier is a netivolk addless of a machine rvhere the DICOM database lesides,

The Host table has a relationship rvith the patient table of a DICOM database. PIDs

contained in the PLS dir-ectory ale indexed to the PIDs contained in one oL mole DICOM

databases. The backend data store for the relational PLS dilectory is plovided rvith the

IBI4O DB2@ EEE relational DBMS. A dilectoly server intelfaces rvith tlie DBN4S when

pelforming dilectoly oper-ations on tlie lelational PLS directoly. Access to the relational

PLS is through the SQL query language. Figule 3.4 shorvs the entity-relationship of the

relational PLS directory and a DICOÀ,I database.
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DICOM database PLS Oireclory

Figule 3.4: An Entity-Relatior.rship diagr:am of DICON4 database and centralized PLS

directoly

We assume that each hospital has a DICOM database that holds a metadata of patients'

images. When a patient has nerv images, the metadata of the images rvill be stoled in the

DICONI database that lesides at a hospital rvhele the patient's images ar-e acquired. Fol-

lorving this, the PID of a patient along ¡vith the hospital identifier ivill be stored/updated

in the PLS dilectoly. In this rvay, the PLS provides users (e.g. radiologists) rvith fast

access to patient's DICO\,{ data even thor-rgh some of the DICOM data might have been

stored in one or moLe DICO\{ databases at diffe¡:ent hospitals.

3.2.2 Hierarchical PLS Directory

The hielalchical PLS dilectoly is designed based on the DIT structure as desclibed

pleviously. The hiela.i'chical PLS directoly consists of one or more entlies. The top-level

ently contâined in the PLS dilectoly hielalchy is the loot entry named Patient. The toot
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Figule 3.5: An olganization of liielarchical PLS directoly based on the DIT structuÌe

entry ahvays exists in the PLS dilectoly hielalchy and is associated rvith one or moÌe

entries. Each ently undel the loot entry represents a patient rvho has been registered

at a hospital interconnected to the hospital netrvolk. Each ently is uniquely identified

by a PID and consists of one ol mole attributes. Each attlibute replesents a hospital

identifier that indicates the location of a DICOÀ,Í database. PIDs are indexed to the

PIDs contained in one ol mole DICOI\,I datal¡ases. The update opelation is similal to

the lelational PLS directory except that rvhen an entry fol a palticulal patient aheady

exists in the hielalchy, the nerv hospital identifier is simply added to thât ently as an

attribute. Figr,rre 3.5 shows the hie::alchical PLS dilectoly.

The dilectoly selvice fol the hierarchical PLS di::ectoly is provided thlor.rgh a stand-

alone LDAP servel called Slapd [Oag02]. Slapd is developed by the OpenLDAP@ that

is aimed at supporting LDAP based dilectory service. According to tl.re documentation,

Slapd can Lun on rìâny difielent UNIX-like platfolms and suppolts LDAP over both

IPv4 and IPv6 plotocoìs. The backend data stole for the hielalchical PLS dilectory is

ó4

PID_2 attr¡butes
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the Lightrveight DBtrI called ldbm that is shipped rvith the OpenLDAP. Interfaces be-

trveen tlie directoly selvel and the Slapd are implemented using the Java API called Jaaa

Naming and, Dzrectory Interface (JNDI), rvhich is aimed at suppor.ting Java applications

to intelface rvith a valiety of naming and dilectoly services [LS01].

This thesis focuses on studying the pelformance of a PLS ivhen difierent ar.chitectur.es

and directoly models applied to the implementation of the system. This is accomplished

to leveal the cornbined efiect, the advantages, and the disadvantages of different system

designs. The PLS configur-ations undel study include: centralized PLS ar.chitectur.e rvith

a relational directoly (CPLS-R), centlalized PLS alchitectule rvith a LDAP-based (i.e.

hieralchical) dilectory (CPLS-L), and disilibuted PLS architectule rvith a relational di-

lectory (DPLS-R). The end result of the pelfolmance study rvill be used to identify the

best PLS configulation that is suitable for implementing a patient locating mechanism

in a large-scale distlibuted hospital envilonment,



Chapter 4

The Implementation of PLS

Prototypes

This resealch focuses on studying and chalacterizing the pelfolmance of thlee difierent

PLS configr,uations: a centlalized PLS alchitectule rvith a lelatiolal dilectory (CPLS-R),

a centlalized PLS alchitectule rvith a LDAP-based dilectoly (CPLS-L), and a distlibuted

PLS alchitecture rvith a lelational directoly (DPLS-R). The perfolmance evaluation of

valious PLS configulations are measuled in te::ms of system tlansaction lesponse times

and thlor.rghput. To str.rdy tlie pelformance of these configr"uations, a simulation tool is

designed and implemented specifically for modeling the lookup and update operations

on patient data frorn digital imaging depaltments rvithin a hospital envilonment.

In this chapter', rve fir'st plovide the details of horv clients are modeled rvithin the PLS. We

then specify the functions of a node servel and a dilectory selver'. Finally, we plesent the

implementation of a simulation tool that is designed specifically fol simulating valious

update and lookup lequests in the PLS being tested.
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4.L The PLS Components

The PLS, rvhethel it is cent::alized ol distributed, is made up of sevelal components,

rvhich include clients, node ser-vets, a directory server(s), ORB, and a DBfuIS. Chapter

3 plesented trvo PLS alchitect¡:res and dilectory models, and discussed the intelactions

betrveen clients, node selvels, and dilectoly servels. This section plovides details of horv

clients are modeled to replesent digital imaging modalities and ladiologists in a ladiology

depaltment. We also describe the functions (i.e. services) plovided by node servers and

directoly selvels that constitute the PLS.

4.L.L The PLS Clients

In PLS, tivo types of clients ale defined to emulate digital imaging modalities and the ladi-

ologists of a radiology depaltment in a hospital environment. Digital imaging modalities

and ladiologists ale modeled as data ploducers and consumels, r'espectively. Requests

from data ploducels and consumels are simulated based on typical rvolk plactices of

a radiology depaltment desclibed elservhere [Lun99, WL01]. The radiology rvork plac-

ticed from the rvolkflorv pelspective can be summarized as a sequence of genelic activities

[WL01]. These activities encompass a valiety of selvices and functions plovided by sev-

eral components in a hospital envilonment. These components include HIS, RIS, PACS,

and diffelent types of digital irnaging modalities that facilitate the ovelall patient exam-

ination and diagnosis plocess.

Lundbelg [Lun99] described that fol a particular patient examination, the sequence of

activities stalts with a lequest sent from a depaltment (e.g. clinical rvard, outpatient

unit, efc.) to the radiology department. Aftel leceiving â request, a staff (i.e. secletaly)

at the ladiology depaltment legisters the examination request by entering the patient
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infolmation such as name, ID, date of bilth, the name of lefelling clinician, type of

radiological str.rdy, elc. into the RIS database. The pa.tient name ald the ID are then

put into a ç'olk list to make it easiel for a ladiologist to identify a patient, fetch his/her

dafa, etc. Follorving this, the sectetaìy schedules the examination by leserving an exam-

ination room for the patient according to the type of a str"rdy, a radioglapher', efc. Exam

scheduling also tliggels automatic plefetching of plevious medical images that may be

relevant to the culrent study fiom the PACS long-telm archive to be displayed at the

rvorkstation for interpletation. Plefetching plevious images usually occuls aftel midnight

the night befole the study occurs. When the patient arrives at the examination room, the

ladioglapher positions the patient, caliblates the imaging modality (based on the type

of study) and then acquiles images. When acquisition has finished, the newly acquiled

images ale directly stored into the PACS sholt-telm alchives using a standaldized data

exchange plotocol (e.g. DICON4).

In the diagnostic area, r'adiologists interplet patient studies by leading and comparing

nerv images rvith plevious images (if available) in fiont of a gt'or-lp of display rvol'ksta-

tions. In general, a ladiologist stalts diagnosis by fir-st clicking the patient name in the

work list and checks the name and ID plovided in a tvritten request list. Follorving this,

the diagnostic process starts including fetching patient's data, r'eading and/ol compaling

images, efc. Aftel the diagnosis has finished interpletation, a repoÌt of a given patient

is tlanscribed. TIie ladiologist "signs off" the tlansclibed report, tvhich subsequently

retr-llns to the requesting department. The ladiologist statts a new diagnosis ptocess by

clicking a patient name in the rvolk list and a sequence of activities described pleviously

stalts again. Based on the rvo::kflorv aspect of a r:adiology depaltment, the clients: data

prodì-rcels and data consumels of PLS ale modeled as described beloiv.
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Figr.u'e 4.1: A data ploduceÌ plocess

 ,L.I.L Data Producers

Figu::e 4.1 shorvs a data ploducel plocess that emulates an imaging modality in a hospital

envi::onment. Data ploducels ale used to simulate update lequests rvithin a PLS. Each

data producel is responsible for genelating a set of metadata associated with each PID to

be stored by a node selvel on its local DICOM database. We refel to the set of metadata

associated rvith a PID as â patient lecord. Each patient recold may have one ot moÌe

nnique identifiels called súudy UIDs. A study UID is used to identifu a patieni's study

fol a given examination. Each study may contain one or mole selies identified by a set

of unqiue identifiels called ser¿es UIDs. A selies UID is used to identify a series of study

UID. A series contâins a set of images of a patient. In PLS perfolmance simulations,

â data produceÌ only genelates a set of study UIDs and selies UIDs for each patient

lecord il'ithout any medical image. The total numbel of patient recolds generated by

each producer var:ies, depending on horv patients (i.e. PIDs) ale being distlibuted across

the hospital netrvolk. An update operation from a data producel is accomplished as

folloivs: rvhen a data producer has genelated a record of a given PID, it sends an update
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Figr.rre 4.2: A data consumet process

request to its local node selver'. The local node selvel pelfolms an update opelation on its

local DICONI database and then sends an update request to the dilectoly selver'. Upon

receiving tìre node ser-ver''s lequest, a dilectory selvel updates the location information

of the DICOM database rvhele the metadata of the patient resides.

4,L,L,2 Data Consumers

Figule 4.2 shorvs a data consumel plocess lepÌesenting a ladiologist rvho accesses a

patient's lecold by issuing a sequence of lookup lequests to the local node server'. A data

consumer âccesses particular patient's lecol'd as follorvs: a data consumel fir'st genelates a

lookup lequest to a local server to obtain a list of all available PIDs. The node selvel rvill

then issue a lookr.rp Ìequest to the dilector¡, server', rvliich pelforms a lookup opelation
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on the dilectory and letu¡:ns a list of all PIDs to the node selver'. When the node selver.

has leceived a list of PIDs, it leturns the list to the data consumer. The data consumeÌ

then selects a PID fi'om the Iist and sends a location lookup lequest to the local node

server'. When the local selvel leceives a PID flom the data consumer, it sends a location

lookr:p lequest to the di::ectory selver'. The directoly selvel performs a location lookup

opetation on the dilectoly and letulns a list of locations to the node server'. The list

contains locations ivhele associated DICOM databases can be found. The node selvel

leturns the list of locations fi'om the dilectory sewer to the data consumer. Finally,

the data consumel' selects sorne studies (i.e. study UIDs) and selies (i.e. selies UIDs)

associated rvith a given PID fiom one oÌ'more locations contained in the list.

4.'J..2 The PLS Servers

The PLS consists of two types of servers: node servers and dir-ectoly selvet'(s). Each

ptocessing node (i.e. site) has a node selver- that is responsible fol performing opelations

on the metadata stoì'ed in its local DICOIVI database that is requesting services flom a

dilectoly servel rvhen needed. A directory selvel is lesponsible fol managing a director-y

and perfolming lookup and update operations on the dilectoly.

4.L,2,L Node Selvels

A node servel plocess is responsible fol pelfoi'ming lookup and update operations on

metadata stored in local DICOIvI database. When a node selver stalts, it legistels its

services (lookr.rp and update implementations) rvith a dir-ectolJ' service plovided fi'om the

VisiBloker'@ thlough the ORB and ivaits for client lequests. A node selver also acts as

a client rvhich lequests selvices fiom a directoly ser..vet on behalf of a data ploducer or

consumeL ivhen needed.
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4,1,2.2 Directory Servers

A dilectoly servel is a plocess that per-folms update and lookup opelations on the in-

formation contained in the dilectoly. When performing update/lookup opelations, a

dilectoly selvel interfaces rvith a lelational DBMS rvhere the lelational directoly rnodel

is used. A dilectoly selver interfaces ivith Slapd (a stand-alone LDAP server') to perfor-m

update/lookup opeÌations rvhen the hielarhical (i.e. LDAP-based) dilectoly is used. In

the distributed PLS, a dir:ectoly selver is also lequiled to leplicate its local directoly

information to othel remote directoly selvels legulally so each directoty setveÌ is arvale

of all patients and the locations of patients' metadata rvithin the distlibuted PLS.

Pelfolmance metrics ale measured and collected at the client side of a PLS tvhen duling

the petformance simulations. The tool fol simulating clients and collecting these metlics

is desclibed in the next section.

4.2 Simulation Tool

Diffelent PLS configulations are simulated and the perfolrnance characteristics of these

configuratior.rs are collected using a simulation tool. The simulation tool is designed

specificâlly fol simr.rlating update and lookup lequests issued by valying the numbel of

data ploducels and consurnels l'ithin the PLS undel test. The simulation tool consists

of sevelal modules: a graphical usel intelface (GUI), a master scheduler', and a group

of node schedulels. These modules ale pr-ovided for setting r.rp simulation parameterc,

deliveling palametels to each processing node, and collecting perfolmance charactetistics

at each plocessing node in an experiment.
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Figule 4.3: A selection frame fol defining a simulation type

4.2.L Graphical User Interface

A graplti.cal userinterface (GUI) is the ently point of a PLS simulation. The GUI only

occuls at one of the plocessing nodes ivithin a PLS and provides a valiety of options to

define a set of simulation parameters for an expeliment. Options ale contained in sevelal

input frames including a selection frame and t*'o palametel fi'ames. These fi'ames ale

used to define the type of events (i.e. update and/ol lookup events) to be simulafed

in a particulal simulafion, plovide options to setup a set of sir¡ulation palameters, and

validate those palametels fol each simulation.

4.2.1.1 A Selection Fl'ame

A selection fi'ame (see Figule 4.3) is plovided to define rvhat t¡,pe of events (update

and/ol lookup requests) are to be simulated at each processing node tvithin a PLS. It
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Figr.u'e 4.4: A palametel flame fol setting up lookup request simulation

also defines how many lepeated experiments will be perfolmed rvith the same set of input

palameters. TI.re selection frame provides three simulation options, rvhich include: data

consumem (simulate lookup lequests only), data ploduceÌs (simulate update requests

only), and data consumels and ploducels (sirnr.rlate update and lookup lequests). Once

the type of a simulation is deter:mined, a corresponding parameteÌ fiame appeals to

define a set of input palameter-s fol a simulation.

4.2,1,2 A Parametel F\'ame fol Simulating Lookup Requests

A palametel fiame shorvn in Figure 4.4 is plovided to define a set of parametels for'

sirnulating lookup lequests (data consumers) to a PLS. This parametel fi'ame contains

a set of input fields for specifying hoiv many data consumers rvill be invoked at each

processing node rvithin the PLS, the total numbel of patient records (i.e. PIDs) to
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be lequested by each data consumet', the total numbel of studies (i.e. study UIDs)

contained in a patient lecold, and the total numbel of series (i.e. series UIDs) contained

in a study. It also plovides options to specify the pelcentage of local and lemote patient

lecolds cousumed by each data consumer to captule the event rvhen a patient may

have sevelal recolds at one or sevelal processing nodes. We considet a data consumer''s

request local rvhen all metadata associated rvith a given PID is stoled at only one location

and that location is the same as rvhele the data consumeL culrently lesided. Although

the pelcentage of local and remote lequests is defined fol each data consumel befole a

sirnulation, the total number of local and lemote is automatically adjusted in some cases.

This occuls may be due to the total numbel of PIDs is not an integer and/ol lemote

requests defined fol each data consumer is less than one. Fol example, assume that

each data consLrmer requests five patient recolds and the pelcentage of local and remote

lequests defined fol each data consumel is 90 and 10 percent, r'espectively. Based on the

defined local and remote request ratios, each consumer tvill consume 4.5 PIDs locally and

0.5 PIDs lemotely. Since the total numbel of PIDs for remote lequests is not an integer',

the total numbel of remote requests is automatically lounded to the nealest integer rvhen

defining testing parameters for the simulation. In addition, each data consumel should go

to at least oìle remote site(s) to obtain patient's data to addt'ess the fact that lequested

patient data nray rìot available locally. Thelefore, in this exanrple, rvhen a simulation

stalts, each data consumel rvill landomly select foul patient lecords from its local node

selvel and one patient lecold fi'om a remote node(s).

4.2.1,3 A Parameter FYame fol Simulating Update Requests

Figure 4.5 shorvs a palametel fiame fol defining a set of simulation patametels for sim-

ulating update requests (data p::oducels) to a PLS system. This fiame contains a set of

input fields fol specifying horv many data ploducers rvill be invoked at each processing
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Figure 4.5: A palameter frame fol setting up update lequest simulation

node within the PLS. It also defines the total numbel of patient lecolds (i.e. PIDs)

that rvill be genelated globally by the total number of data producels ivithin a PLS.

Additionally, it defrnes the total numbel of studies (i.e. study UIDs) contained in each

patient recold and the total number of series (i.e. selies UIDs) contained in each str.rdy.

N4oleover', an option is provided to adjr"rst patient distlibution acloss multiple processing

nodes to addless the event rvhele patients utilize selvices at several difielent hospitals.

To illustlate this option, assume â PLS only consists of three processing nodes intercon-

nected to shale patient data. By using a Venn diaglarn, the total numbel of patients in a

hospital envilonment rvill be distributed to seven different areas as shown in Figure 4.6.

Fol a palticulal simulation "X" patients (i.e. PIDs) may be distlibuted among three

plocessing nodes as folloivs:

l-sr'¡ I :¡r I
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Figr"rre 4.6: Patient distlibutions replesented in a Venn diaglam

r Distribute 25Vo of the total patients to aleas labeled as R1 and R3.

o Distribute 15% of the total patients to alea labeled as R7.

o Distlibute 10% of the total patients to âr'eas labeled as R2, R4, and R6.

r Distlibute 5% of the total patients to alea labeled as R5.

Assume that parametels fol simulation "X" ar:e being defined as follorvs:

o Total numbel of data producels rvill be invoked at each node: 20 data plodr-rc-

ers/node

¡ Total numbel of patient recolds rvill be genelated globally: 100 patient lecolds.

o Total numbel of studies per: each patient lecolds: 20 str"rdies/patient

o Total numbel of series per each study: 5 series/study

o Patient Distlibution: P"1:25%,R2:25%, R3:15%, P"4:10%, R5=10%, R6:10%,

\),7 Èo7
.rL ¡ -u /0

Thus, a set of parametels to be deliveled to each plocessing node rvithin a PLS for a

simulation "X" rvill be the palameters illustrated in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2.
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Table 4.1: An example of patient distribution defined for simulation "X"

Table 4.2: An example of studies distribution defined fol simulation "X"

Once a set of simulation palametels have been defined for each plocessing node, the

GUI invokes â, master scheduler'. A mastel schedulel ivill then deliver the simulation

palameters to each plocessing node rvithin a PLS. Upon receiving a set of simulation

parameters fiom the mastel scheduler-, a node schedulel at each plocessing node will

fu¡:ther distlibute the parameteÌs (numbel of PIDs and study UIDs) among a gloup of

data producels.

4.2,1.4 Master Scheduler

The mastel scheduler shown in Figule 4.7 is a component embedded in the GUI. it con-

tlols each simulation and is lesponsible for delivering sirnulation patameteÌs assigned by
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Figure 4.7: A master. schedulel plocess

the GUI to each plocessing node ivithin the PLS. Once parametets have been setup at

each node, it instlucts the node scheduler at each node to invoke a gr.oup of clients (data

consumers and/ol data ploducers) accolding to the assigned parametels. It also collects

lesults fi'om each node sclleduler..

4.2.2 Node Schedulers

Each processing node has a scheduler responsible fo. invoking a g.oup of clients to sim-

r-rlate update and/or lookup lequests to the node se¡ver based on the simulation par.am-

etels. A node scheduler letnlns the performance infor-mation to the mastel schedulel

rvhen all of its clients have finished tlteir assigned tasks.
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Chapter 5

Performance Study

This lesearch focuses on studying the perforrnance of diffelent PLS conflgu::ations to

teveal the advantages and disadvantages of diffelent system designs. The end result of

this str.rdy rvill be used to identify the best PLS configulation that is suitable fol imple-

rnenting a patient locating mechanism in a large-scale distributed hospital envilonment.

Thlee PLS plototypes rvere implemented and tested under valious loads to study their'

performance. The PLS pe::folmance chalactelistics ale captuled by valying tlie update

and/or lookup requests (i.e. diffelent numbel of data producels and consumers) to the

system. The pelformance of each PLS configulation is measuled in telms of trvo pelfor-

mance metlics: tlansaction response times and thloughput. In this chapter, rve first give

tlie definitions of the trvo performance metrics. We then desclibe the perfolmance study

methodology. Finally, rve plesent the expelimental results of different PLS prototypes

and analyze the lesults by comparing theil pelformance in telms of tlansaction Ìesponse

times and throughput.

5.1 Performance Metrices

The pelfolmance of a PLS is measuled in telrn of system tlansaction lesponse time and

thloughput. These pelfolmance metlics ale cornmonly used to measule the quality of
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â system in a complex environment t'here a mixture of lead and rvlite tlansactions are

intensive [TPC02]. The transaction lesponse time of a PLS is clitical because it indi-

cates the rvaiting time the client expects rvhen requesting selvice from the PLS. In the

hospital envirorrment, the PLS rnust be able to locate the patient's data quickly because

radiologists are often expecting medical images to be made available almost instantly

and to be accessible at all times, rvherevel and I'henevel necessaxy to facilitate their

diagnostic plocess. In addition to this lequilement, the glorving lole of PACS in the

healthcare domain suggests that the PLS must be able to handle lalge numbers of user'

lequests fi'om othel components rvithin the hospital netrvolk. For these leasons, the PLS,

no matter if it is centlalized or distlibuted, must be able to plovide services to its clients

rvith lorv lesponse time and be capable of handling extensive load rvithout substantial

degladation in system thloughpr.rt. The definitions of a transaction tesponse time and

throughput used in this thesis are given in the follorving sections.

5.1.1 Tbansaction Response Time

As discussed in Section 4.1.1.1 and 4.7.7.2, a client's lequest (update or lookr-rp) involves

sending a request to a node selvel rvho pelfolms opelations on its local DICOIVI database.

In some cases, a node server acts as a client that lequests selvice(s) from a dilectoly selvel

rvhen the client's request involves an update ol lookup operation on the directory. Upon

leceiving a lequest from a node seìver:, â dir-ectory selvel perfolms opelations on the

dilectoly and letulns a reply to the node server'. Finally, the node selvel plocesses the

directoly server''s leply and then sends its reply back to the client. Thus, a lequest flom

a client (i.e. data consumel ol ploducer') initiates a sequence of messages tlansmitting

betrveen a client and a node se::vel and/ol a dilectory selvel. The client's lequest also

initiates one or mole operations perfolmed by a node selvel and/ol a dilectoly selver.
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The telm tlansaction defined in this thesis is a lequest initiated by a data producer

ol a data consumel tliat geneÌates one ot more update and/ol lookup operations on a

database/dilectoly. An r:pdate lequest issued by a data producer consists of updating

the metadata of a patient leco¡d. The metadata consists of a PID, a set of study UIDs

for the PID, and a set of selies UIDs of each study UiD. An update reqr-rest fi'om a data

ploducer also initiates an update reqr.rest from a node server to the dilectoly selver. The

update request from a node selver to the directoly selvel includes updating the PID of a

patient recold and the location rvhele the metadata of a PID has been stoled. A lookup

lequest issued by a data consumel includes one or mot'e tead opelations perfolmed on a

database and/ol directory. As illustrated in Figule 4.2, thele aÌe many types of lookup

lequests. These include letlieving a list of available PIDs (i.e. get-patientslist), get a list

of study UIDs associated rvith a given PID (i.e. get-studies-list), get a list of selies UIDs

associated rvith a given study UID (i.e. get-selies-list) , and get a list of locations rvhele

the metadata of a PID can be found (i.e. getJrosts-list). Similal to the update request,

a lookup lequest such as get-PlDs-list and get-hosts-list also initiates a lookup request

sent fiom a node servel to the directorl' server'. Therefole, a leply fi'om a node selver to

the client's request (i.e. r:pdate lequest, get-PlDs-list, ol get-hosts-list) depends on tlie

reply sent from a dilectory selver. A transacti,on response ti,me (TNI) is the amount of

time lequiled to perfolm a client's tÌansaction.

The TRIT indicates the time a client expects to rvait rvhen leqr:esting a service ftom

a seÌ'ver'. Clients of a node selvel ale dâta consumels and data producels. Clients of

a dilectory selver are node selvels residing at different processing nodes. The TRT is

similal to the transaction Ìesponse time defined by Tl'ansaction Plocessing Performance

Council ef al. [TPC02] except that the TRT defined in this thesis encompasses tivo main

pa;:ts: communication time (CT) and processing time (PT) pet' t'equest. The leason is

o¿
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Table 5.1: The definitions of tlansaction response time

Pelfol'mance N4etlics Descliptions

Client/Node SeLveL comrnu¡icâtioÌr time

(cscr)
The arnount of time spent on transmittiüg a

request and response between a client and a

node server.

Node Server/Directory colnìlunicatiotr time

(sDcr)
The aurount of time spent on trânsmitting a

request arìd response between a node se¡ve¡

aDd a directory server.

Node Server processing time (NSPT) The a¡nount of tirììe a node server spent on

perforuring update or query opeÌatioÌts olì Io-

cal DICONI database. This time may include

tlre a¡llount of l,ime spent on processing a te-

spolse from a directory server rvlìen directory

opelation(s) is iuvolved.

Directory Server processing tirne (DSPT) The amount of time a diÌectory server spent

on perfolming update or lookup operation(s)

oll tl'ìe directory.

Tla¡rsaction respoÌìse tine - Node Server

(rRr-NS)

Suur of SDCT and DSPT

Tt'ansaction response tin'ìe - Client (TRIT-C) Sum of CSCT ard NSPT ol Sum of CSCT,

NSPT, ard TRI-NS

to identify the lirniting factor(s) of a PLS. The CT is the time used for transmitting

a lequest/r'espond betrveeu a client (i.e. a data consumer', a dâta ploduceÌ, or a node

seÌver) and a selver (i.e. a node selvel ol a diÌectoly server'). The PT is the time a selvel

(i.e. a node seLvel oL a dilectory server) uses to perform update ot' lookup operations

on the database/directoly. These metlics ale summarized in Table 5.1 and illustlated in

Figule 5.1.
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Figule 5.1: The PLS tlansaction response times collected at difielent layels

5.L,2 Throughput

Figule 4.1 and 4.2 illustlate requests issued by each client (data consumel ol data pr-o-

duce::) in a ivell stluctured rvay that emulates the behaviour of ladioìogist or imaging

rnodality in the healthcale domain. The lequest patte::n of each client consists of sending

a lequest to a node selvel follorved by a sleep phase in a range betrveen 5 and 15 seconds.

The sleep phase incorporated betiveen the completion of one request and the submission

of the next takes into account the dynamic data access behavioul of a ladiologist (i.e.

data consumer) ol the time spent on caliblating a modality (i.e. data plodr,rcer') for each

patient's examination. Instead of measuling a tlansaction execution late, the through-

put of a PLS measules horv rnany data consumer and/ol data ploducel loutines can be

handled by a PLS pel hou¡: rvith each imâging modality (or radiologist) has a request

patteÌn sinilia.r' to the one shorvn in Figule 4.1 (ot 4.2). Palham {Par00] states that

"When examining PACS systems it is impoltant to look closely at hoiv fast the system

undel considelation allorvs tlie radiologists to step through the typical r,r'olkflorv plocess".

As such, the thloughpr-rt of a PLS is collected by measuling the total numbel of clients
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existing in a plocessing node of the PLS divided by the total elapsed time those clients

spent on updating ol looking up patient lecolds.

5.2 Study Methodology

The PLS configulations undel str:dy are: centralized PLS architecture rvith a relational

dilectory (CPLS-R), centlalized PLS architecture rvith a LDAP-based (i.e. hierarchi-

cal) directoly (CPLS-L), and distlibuted PLS architecture rvith a relational dilectoly

(DPLS-R). The difierence betrveen the CPLS-R and CPLS-L is the database model used

for implementing the dir-ectoly. The difielence betiveen the CPLS-R and DPLS-R is the

rvay the dilectoly selvice is irnplemented. This thesis compat'es the perfolmance of difier-

ent PLS designs fiom trvo pelspectives: the alchitecture and the dilectoly designs. Thus,

PLS configulations aÌe compared from trvo standpoints: (1) the same PLS architectule

rvith different dilectory designs; and (2) difierent architectures rvith the same directory

design.

5,2.-J, Simulation Types

The TRIs and throughput of a PLS configuration rvere captuled by a set of simulations.

In the simulationsr two parametels: the total number of participating data consumers

and/ol data ploducers that leplesent difierent lookr-rp/update loads in a PLS ale varied.

For each simulation, the expelirnent is lepeated 10 times. Each simulation is classified

as one of the thi-ee simulation types. Simulation types ale defined accolding to the

database/dilectoly opelations and ale desclibed as follorvs:

o Lookup-only simulations (LO): sirnulations contain var-ying number of lookup op-
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elations in the PLS being tested. A simulation of this type does not consist of

any update operation. Each simulation consists of the same number of data con-

sumers invoked at each plocessing node existing in the PLS. Data consumels ale

used to simulate lookup requests on DICOM databases and dilectoly/directories.

The numbel of data consumels participated in a simulation is valied fiom one

simulation to anothel simulation.

. Update-only simulations (UO): simulations contain varying number of update op-

erations in the PLS being tested. A sirnulation of this type does not consist of any

lookup operation. Each simulation consists of the same numbel of data ploduc-

ers invoked at each plocessing node existing in the PLS. Data producels are used

to sir¡ulate update lequests on DICOM databases and dilectory/directolies. The

numbel ofdata producels palticipated in a simulation is var-ied fiom one simulation

to anothel simulation.

o Lookup and Update simulations (LU): simulations contain varying number of lookr"rp

and update ope¡:ations in the PLS being tested. Each simulation consists of the

same number of data consumers and ploducers at each processing node existing

in the PLS. Data consumels and ploducels ale used to simulate valiable lookup

and update lequests on DICON,I databases and dilectoly/dilectolies. The numbel

of data consumer-s and ploducers participated in a simulation is valied fiom one

simulation to another'.

5,2.2 llardware and Software Configurations

Three rvolkstations (i.e. plocessing nodes) ale used to implement and study the per'-

fonnance of PLS plototypes. The reason fol using tlilee processing nodes is to simulate

typical rvolk plactices of ladiology depaltments acloss thlee major hospitals in Winnipeg
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health region. Therefole, each PLS configulation is studied on three difierent nodes,

rvhich replesent the three major hospitals in the Winnipeg health region. We anticipated

that the results of the performance study can pr-ovide an estimate on the pelfolmance of

the PLS fol the entile Winnipeg health region. All plocessing nodes rvith apploximately

the same hardrvale and softrvare configurations (see Table 5.2). Processing nodes ale

intelconnected by means of a dedicated 100 Mbits/sec Ethelnet to eliminate any "noise"

that may be caused by otliel applications. Each plocessing node has VisiBloker@ for

Java (i.e. ORB ploduct), IBM@ DB2@ EEE lelational DBNIS version 7.2, and a stand-

alone LDAP server' (i.e. Slapd).

Table 5.2: Haldrvale/softivale configulations of processing nodes for PLS simulations

Haldivale/softrvale Node 1 Node 2 Node 3

Central processing uuit (CPU) Pentiu¡u III Pentiuur III Pentiurn III
CPU speed 500 IVIHz 450 MHz 600 tr,lHz

Total physical urernoly (RAM) 192 MByte 256 NIByte 192 À4Byte

Operating systenr Red Hat Li¡ux 7.0 Red Hat Linux 7.0 Red Hat Linrrx 7.0

One node server and the same number of clier.rts are invoked at each plocessing node

rvhen a simulation is executed. At each plocessing node, clients and a node setver aÌe

concurlently running on the same node. h addition, the ORB's dilectoly selvice called

"osagent" is also invoked at each plocessing node to locate, register', and un-legistel

selvices (i.e. Iookup, update, and replication selvices) plovided fiom node selvels and

dilectoly selver(s)1. When a selver' (i.e. a node selver ol a dilectoly selver) starts; the

selver''s ORB fir'st locates an osagent tlilough a User Datagram Protocol (UDP) broadcast
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message2 and then legistels the servel's selvices rvith the osagent. When a client makes

â, request, the client's ORB contacts the osagent to locate the desiled selvice. Accolding

to VisiBloker'@ documentation, if rnole than one osagent running on difierent hosts (i.e.

computers) in the client's local netrvork, the first osagent Ìesponse to the ORB's UDP

message is used to obtain server''s object lefelences.

In the case of centralized PLS configurations (i.e., the CPLS-R and CPLS-L) only one

dilectoly selver is invoked at one of the processing nodes. While, in DPLS-R configura-

tion, each processing node has a directoly selver lunning on it. In CPLS-L configuration,

the Slapd LDAP servel is also lunning on a node rvhere the dilectoly selvel is invoked.

Testing palameters fol each simulation ale defined by means of a simulation tool. The

simulation tool occuls at one of the plocessing nodes to input a set of palamete::s fol each

simulation, deliver inputs to each plocessing node, and leceive lesults fro¡n those nodes.

Each processing node has a node schedulel lesponsible fol receiving a set of simulation

parameters assigned ald distributed by the rnastel scheduler'.

5.2,3 Simulation Procedures

The procedules for setting up a sirmrlation to collect the perfolmance measuÌes of the

CPLS-R configuration is as follorvs: a node scheduler, a node selver', and an osagent are

stalted at each processing node (i.e. plocessing node 1, 2, and 3). A directoly selver

and the simulation tool are stalted at pÌocessing node 3. When all components (ex-

cepts the clients) ale started, a set of simulation patametets is enteled into a simulation

2The UDP b¡oadcast scheure is the default scheure for Iocating osagents in the netrvork. An altertative
approach cau also be used to locete osagents. This ir.rcludes configuring the IP address of au osagent as
â ru[tilrle parameteÌ, systen's envirorÌrüent variable, or in a file,
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tool according to the selected simulation type (i.e. LO, UO, or LU). The simulation

parameters for each plocessing node is assigned and distlibuted by a master scheduler.

to each node scheduler. Tlie tasks assigned to an individual client (a data consumel or'

data plodr.rcer') ale allocated based on a subset of simulation parameteÌs assigned by its

local node schedulei'. When all par'âmeters are set at each processing node, the master

schedulel instlucts each node scheduleÌ to stalt a simulation.

When a node scheduler receives the rnastel scheduler's instluction, it generates a set of

clients by spas'ning thleads according to the defined simnlation type and palametels. In

each tequest, a client captules the pelfolmance metlics (i.e. the TRT-C and thloughput)

lvhen it has leceived the node selver's response. A node servel captules the TRTs-NS

lvhen making a lequest f::om a dilectoly server'. Each client sends a notification to the

node schedulel rvhen all of its tasks ha,r'e finished. A client's notification contains the

total elapsed time and a set of TRTs (i,e. a set of TRT-C and TRIT-NS) collected rvhen

pelforming the assigned tasks. When a node schedulel received notifications fiom all of

its local clients, it sends the average TRTs and throughput to the master scheduler'. A

nerv experiment starts rvhen the master schedulel lecolded the average TRTs and the

thloughput of the cullent expeliment from all of the node sclÌedulers. A simulation is

stopped rvhen all of the expeliments have finished.

Figure 5.2 ilìustlates the intelactions betrveen the GUI, the mastel scheduler', node sched-

ulers, node servers, and a di::ectoly serve:: rvhen experimented with the centralized PLS

alchitectule. Figr"rre 5.2 also indicates the locations whele the pelfolrnance metrics rvele

collected duling the simulation. This rnodel is also used fol testing the distlibuted PLS

alchitectule except that a directoly se::ve:: is invoked at evely processing node. The

plocedules for setting r-rp a simulation to collect the pelfolmance metrics of the CPLS-L
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Figule 5.2: A conception vierv of the simulation model tvhen testing centlalized PLS

alchitecture.

configulation is similal to the CPLS-R except that the Slapd LDAP selvel is also in-

voked at plocessing node 3. The difielence betrveen the CPLS-R and DPLS-R is that a

dilectory selvel is invoked at evely plocessing node.

5.2.4 Assumptions

The main pulpose of this study is to find the optirnal PLS configulation by compar

ing the system pelformance, thr-rs, all components at each plocessing node are assumed

opelational in the PLS being tested. Therefole, issue lelated to recovety fi'om hald-

rvale/softrvale failules and netrvork paltitioning is not consideled in this study. In addi-

Node
Scheduler,

v12 ) i \,..,
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tion, clients (i.e. data consumels and producers) invoked at a specific node only contact

its local node seLveL rvhen pelfolming lequests such as update patient recolds, get PIDs

lists, and get host lists. In some cases, a data consumel' tvill contact othel lemote node

selver'(s) to get a list of str.rdy UIDs fol a PID and a set of series UIDs for a specific

study UID rvhen the location(s) of the metadata is identifred. Each PID is unique and

used to identify a patient existing in the PLS. The total number of PIDs and tlie PIDs

distlibuted among the processing nodes ale fixed in all simulations. The portion of the

total PIDs disttibuted to processing node 1 and 3 ale the sarne, rvhile plocessing node 2

has ferver PIDs cornpa.red to node 1 and 3. The leason is to take into account that some

hospitals may have mole patients than the othels for various leasons.

5.2.5 Simulation Parameters

The dependent parametels of each simulation ale THfs and throughput. The indepen-

dent palameter(s) fol the LO type simulations is/are the numbel of data consumels

invoked at each plocessing node. While the independent pârameteÌ fol the UO type sim-

ulations is the numbel of data ploducels involted at each plocessing node. Fina.lly, the

independent pa¡:ameter for the LU simulations is the numbel of data consumels and plo-

ducers invoked at each plocessing node. Acco::ding to Mr'. Sergio Camorlinga at SBRC,

radiologists usually rvolk in a gloup of 5 to 10 in the depaltment and thele are 3 to 5

imaging devices pel modality type. Fol example, the¡:e are about 11 difierent types of

irnaging modalities culrently installed at St. Boniface Genelal Hospital. Thelefole, the

independent pâr'ameter (i.e. data consurner or producer') is varied in the range betrveen

5 and 50 clients in this study.

Palametels defined for the LO type simulations ale as follorvs:
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Numbel of PIDs consumed by each data consumer': 10 PIDs

Numbel of study UIDs consumed pe:: each PID: 5 study UIDs

Numbe:: of selies UIDs consumed per each study UID: 5 selies UIDs

Percentage of PIDs consumed at a single node (local): 90%

Pelcentage of PIDs consumed at multiple nodes (remote): 10%

Parameters defined fol the UO type simulations ale as follorvs

Number of PIDs genelated globally for each experiment: 100 PIDs

Number of str-rdy UIDs associated rvith each PID: 10 study UIDs

Numbel of selies UIDs associated rvith each study UID: 10 selies UIDs

PIDs Distribution: R1:25%, Pt2:25%, R3:15%, P.4:10%, R5:10%, R6:10%,

R7=5% of the total PIDs

For each LO simulation, the pelcentage oflocal and lemote lequests defined fol each data

consLrmeL is 90 and 10 pelcent, respectively. The values of these two parametels consid-

ered for the simulations ale based on the statistics (i.e., radiologists accessing patients'

data locally as ivell as globally) given by Dr. Blake ìVlcClarty at SBRC. Parametels de-

fined fol the LU type simulations ale the combination of palametels defined for the LO

and UO types. In addition, a set of PIDs and its distlibution ale pledefined following

the UO type sirnulations befole the LO type simulations take place. In the simulations,

patient distribution (i.e. PlDs) is fixed in each PLS conÊguration. When testing the

DPLS-R configuration, the leplication time is set to trvo minutes betiveen replications.

5.3 Experimental Results and Analysis

All simulations are pelfolmed to captule the TRTs and the thloughpr-rt of diffelent PLS

plototypes. As described in Section 5.1.1, a reply f::om a node servel to a client's request
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such as to update a patient lecor-d, get-PlDsJist, ol get-hostslist is dependent on the

reply sent fiom a directoly set'vet' to a node se::ver'. Therefore, the perfolmance of difier.-

ent PLS configr-uations (i.e. CPLS-R, CPLS-L, and DPLS-R) is compaled based on the

TRT-NS and thror,rghput.

5.3.1- A Performance Study on CPLS-R and CPLS-L Configu-
rations

This section plesents the perfolmance compalison bets'een the CPLS-R and CPLS-L

configurations. Both configulations used the centlalized alchitectule but difier in the

database model used for implementing the dilectoly. The pelfolmance study of these

trvo configulations is therefole based on theil processing time (i.e. DSPT) fol han-

dling clients' lookup and/ol update lequests. Section 5.3.1.1 through 5.3.1.3 plesent the

DSPTs of the two configulations collected duling the LO, UO, and LU simulations. The

thloughputs of the trvo configulations are plesented in Section 5.3.1.4.

5.3.1,1 Interactions Involve Lookup-only Operations

Figure 5.3 shorvs the DSPTs fol the CPLS-R and CPLS-L configurations rvhen systems

only involve data consumel interactions. Recall that rvlten a data consumel at a spe-

cific plocessing node looks up the location inforrnation of the metadata of a patient

(i.e. PID), the node servel issues lookup requests to the directo::y server'. The DSPTs

plesented in Figule 5.3 measule the CPLS-R and CPLS-L configulations rvhen handling

data consumels' lookup requests on the Iocations of patients' metadata (i.e. get-hosts-list

requests). The DSPTs of the trvo configulations ale collected dr.u'ing the LO simulations.

In the figur:e, each value on the holizontal axis colresponds to the number of concurrent

data consumers invoked at each processing node. The veltical axis shorvs the avelage
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Figure 5.3: TIie DSPTs of the CPLS-R and CPLS-L for handling "getìosts-list" r'equests
in LO simulations

time3 (measur-ed in second) pel lequest rvhen a system handling data consumers' get-

hosts-list Ìequests. The veltical bals at each value in a figute lepresents the confidence

intelval tlrat ranges from x-o to x+o.

The DSPTs shorvn in Figule 5.3 indicate the CPLS-L configulation ofiers a better per-

folmance than the CPLS-R rvhen processing "get-liostslist" Iookup opelations on the

dilectory. Both configurations pelformed rvell and no signifrcant perfolmance deglada-

tion is observed as the number of concullent data consumers incleases in the systern. In

the lange of 5 to 50 data consumels existing at each ptocessing node, the mean DSPT of

the CPLS-L is about 10 rnilliseconds pel each get-hosts-list lequest rvith valiance alound

0.13 micloseconds. In the same range, the mena DSPT of the CPLS-R is apploximately

sTime is calculated by sunming tlÌe tin'ìes repolted by all processing Dodes divided by the total
runber of directory server existing irì the systeur.
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Figule 5.4: The DSPTs of the CPLS-R and CPLS-L fol handling update requests in UO
simulations

12 milliseconds pel get-hosts-list lequest rvith variance around 0.03 microseconds. For 5

to 50 data consumers, the mean plocessing time of the CPLS-L is approximately 17%

(per lequest) faster than the CPLS-R rvhen sealching data on the dilectory. Although

this processing tirne difielence seems small, the CPLS-L can pelfolm 20% (i.e. 60000

get-hosts-list lequests) more lequests (pel hor,u) than the CPLS-R provided all haldrvale

and softrvale configurations and system palameters lemain the same. This result shows

the hielarchical dilectoly model ofiers an advantage on lookup operations over the lela-

tional directoly model rvhen a system only involves data consumel intelactions.

5.3,I.2 Interactions Involve Update-only Operations

Figule 5.4 presents the DSPTs of the CPLS-R and CPLS-L configurations rvhen the

systems only involve data ploducel intelactions. The DSPTs shorvn in Figure 5.4 mea-

sule the pelforrnance of the CPLS-R and CPLS-L rvhen handling data ploducels' update
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requests (i.e. updates the metadata of patient recolds and the location infor.mation of

those lecolds). Recall that ivhen a data producel updates the metadata of a patient

(i.e. PID) at a specific plocessing node, the node selvel issues an update r.equest to the

dit'ectory selver'.

Figule 5.4 shorvs the perfolmance of the trvo configurations diverges rvhen performing

updates to the dilectory. Figule 5.4 also shorvs that the pelformance of the CPLS-R is

better than the CPLS-L rvhen pelfolrning update operations to the dilectory. Fol the

lange of 5 to 50 data ploducels invoked at each pÌocessing node in the system, the mean

DSPT of the CPLS-L and CPLS-R ale about 65 and 23 milliseconds (per each update

request), r'espectively. In this range, the ovelall DSPT of the CPLS-L is 2.8 times higher'

than the CPSL-R rvhen updating data to the directoly. This indicates the hier.alchical

dilectory model only ofiers an advantage on sealching data but is pool on updating data.

The leason tliis result occì.rÌr'ed is the update method used in the CPLS-L is difielent

fi orn the one used in the CPLS-R. In both configurations, update to data (i.e. PID

together rvith its location) is ignored if data already exists in the dilectoly. In CPLS-L,

updates to location infolmation in the directoly may involve modification opelations if

an entry (i.e. a PID) has aheady been inserted undel the root entry and the data (i.e. the

Iocation) does not exist in that entry. In CPLS-R, a new Low (i.e. a PID and its location)

is inselted in the "Host" r'elational table if the PID togethel rvith the location informa-

tion does not exist in the table. Thelefole, the time diffelence betrveen the trvo updates

methods depend on the performance of the DB2@ DBNIS se¡:vel and the OpenLDAP@

Slapd selvel rvhen performing updates to the dilectoly. The reason fol implementing

the update method in difielent ivays is the hierarchical data model suppolts multiple

attlibutes in an entry, rvhile the lelational data model does not. This also indicates t'hy
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the lelational dilectoly model lequiles mole p::ocessing time on searching data than the

hieralchical dilectoly rnodel. Thus, the processing time of a directoly selver depends on

the size (i.e. number of entlies) of the dilectory. Figule 5.4 also indicates the pi-ocessing

time needed for performing an update is more than the time needed for pelfolming a

lookup lequest. The implication of this lesult is that if the system has many more up-

dates than lookups then the client of the CPLS-L may have to rvait much longer time

than the client of the CPLS-R configur-ation.

5,3,1,3 Interactions Involve Lookup and Update Operations

Figule 5.5(a) and 5.5(b) plesent the results of the CPLS-R and CPLS-L configulations

collected duling the LU simulationsa. Figule 5.5(a) shou's the DSPTs of the trvo config-

ulations rvhen handling lookup lequests (i.e. gethostslist lequests) in an envilonment

rvhele intelactions involve both data consumeÌs and pr-oducels. Figule 5.5(b) shorvs the

DSPTs of the tivo configurations rvhen handling data ploducels' update lequests in the

same envilonment.

Figule 5.5(a) shows the DSPTs (per get-hosts-list lequest) of the trvo configulations ale

apploximately the same rvhen a feiv clients (i.e. in the lange of 10 to 20 clients per

each type) palticipate in the system (e.g. apploximately 12 milliseconds at 10). At 25

clients (pel type), the DSPT of the CPLS-L is 17% (i.e. 2 milliseconds) higheÌ than the

DSPT of the CPLS-R rvhen plocessing a getìosts-list request. This result indicates the

CPLS-L cannot maintain its perfolmance advantage on lookup requests (see Figule 5.3)

rvhen a system involves both lookup and updates operations. When 5 to 50 clients (pel

aIn LU siurulations, the horizoutal axis iu each figut'e iudicates the same ¡rumber of data consu¡r'¡ers
and producers are i¡rvoked at each processiug node rvithin a PLS. For example, a value of 50 indicates
that 50 data consun]ers and 50 data producers are invoked at eaclì processing node rvithin a PLS.
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Figule 5.5: The DSPTs of the CPLS-R and CPLS-L in LU simulations. (a) DSPTs for
handling "get-hostsJist" lookup lequests. (b) DSPTs fol handling update lequests.
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type) participate at each plocessing node in tlie system, the ovelall mean DSPT (per get-

hosts-list lequest) of the CPLS-R is approximately 12.5 milliseco¡rds and the var.iance is

around 0.14 micloseconds. These results indicate the CPLS-R perfolms consistently rvell

and maintains its pelformance on plocessing lookup lequests even in a mixed envir.on-

ment.

Figur:e 5.5(b) shorvs the DSPTs ofthe trvo configurations ivhen pr-ocessing update requests

in a mixed envilonrnent. The DSPT (pel update reqr-rest) of the CPLS-L increases rvith

the numbel of conculrent clients. In the region of 5 to 40 data consumer.s and ploducers

palticipating at each node in the system, the DSPT (per update r.equest) of the CPLS-L

increases about 314% (i.e. 265 rnilliseconds). At 50, the DSPT (per. update r.equest) of

the CPLS-L is about 14 times higher than the CPLS-R, This indicates that a client of

tlie CPLS-L in a mixed envilonment has to rvait much longel time than the client of the

CPLS-R rvhen lequesting update selvices fiom the dilectory selver'. This result clearly

indicates the scalability ploblem of the CPLS-L configulation ivhen handling both Iookup

and update operations in an envir-onment rvhele intelactions involve data consumers and

ploducer-s. By contlast, the CPLS-R pelfolms consistently rvell and maintains its per.-

folmance even in a mixed envilonment.

Figure 5.5(a) and 5.5(b) shoiv the plocessing times of the CPLS-L in a mixed environ-

ment (i.e. involve both data consumels and data producers inter.actions) increases rvith

the incleasing numbel of concut't'ent clients, even thor-rgh both systems have a centlal-

ized architectu¡:e, Figule 5.5(a) and 5.5(b) cleally indicate the per.folmance differences

betrveen tìre trvo systems rvhen usirrg different data models fol implementing the PLS

dir-ectoly. These results shotv a distinct advantage tvhen using the r.elational director.y

data model fol the PLS system. These lesults ale vely impor.tant because the PLS is
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meant for an envilonment rvhere inte::actions involve both data consumers and producels.

5,3,L,4 The Throughput of CPLS-R and CPLS-L

Figule 5.6(a) and 5.6(b) shoiv the thloughput of the CPLS-R and CPLS-L configur.ations

captuled duling the LU simulations. The holizontal axis corlesponds to the numbel of

concurlent data consumels and ploduce::s invoked at each plocessing node. The vertical

axis shorvs the throughpr,rt (i.e. data consumer or ploducel routines pel hour) of both

systems in a mixed envilonment. The throughput of a system is calculated by summing

all the thloughput lepolted fiom each plocessing node in the system.

The throughput reported by a node is rneasuled by using the total numbel of clients (i.e.

data consumels or ploducels) existing in a plocessing node divided by the total elapsed

tirne of those clients spent on updating or looking r"rp patient records. In this rvay, the

total munbel of data consumer routines per houl of a PLS should maintain apploxi-

rnately the same level, if the system has maintained its perfolrnance. This is because the

total task for each data consumel is approximately the same but difiel in the "think"

times chosen by each data consumer incolpolated in its reqr:est loutines. As desclibed in

Section 5.1.2, each client has a landom sleep time in a range of 5 to 15 seconds betrveen

the completion of one request and the submission of the next. The sleep time chosen

by each client is landom, rvhich rnay be difielent fi'om one tequest to anothel request

and/ol one client to another clients. In addition to this, each data consumei' r'andomly

selects a PID fiom the list of available PIDs in the system before executes its lequest

loutine. Therefole, a data consumer may go to one ot mot'e nodes to obtain a list of

sBecause the randour sleep times selected by each client is varied so tlìe tlìroughput rneasured at one
point may have a small diffe¡ence at aÌìotheÌ point.
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Figule 5.6: The thloughput of the CPLS-R and CPLS-L in LU simulations. (a) Number'
of data consumer routines per hour'. (b) Numbel of data ploducel routines per hour.
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study UIDs and selies UIDs, ivhich depends on the chosen PIDs. Conver.sely, the total

number of data ploducer loutines pel houl of a PLS should inclease rvith the incleasing

numbel of data producets palticipated at each processing node. This occr-u.s because the

total PIDs distlibuted acloss the thlee nodes is fixed in each simulation so the total task

assigned to each node is shai-ed6 among the total number of data ploducels existing in

the node. Thus, the task assigned to a data plodr:cel becomes less as the total number.

of data producers incleases at a node. The total numbel of data producel r.outines per.

hour will converge to a point when the task assigned to most of the data prodr:cers is

approximately the same (i.e. one update reqr.rest).

Figule 5.6(a) shoivs the thloughput captr.ued by a set of data consumets rvhen executing

Iookup request routines in the CPLS-R and CPLS-L configur-ations. Figule 5.6(a) shoivs

the highest throughput of the trvo configurations is obtained rvhen a ferv clients (i.e. 5

data consumels and producels at each node) palticipated in the system and is around

18 data consumel loutines per hour. Horvever', the pelfolmance of CPLS-L sta-rts to

deglade as the numbel of clients (pel type) incleased in the system (e.g. stalts deglade

after' 15). This lesult indicates tlie CPLS-L could have a potential scalability ploblem

rvhen a lalge number oflookup and update requests ale involved in the system. At 50, the

ovelall thloughput of the CPLS-L is decleased about 7%. On the other liand, the ovelall

throughput of the CPLS-R is maintained at an approximately the same level even rvhen a

Ialge numbel of clients ale added to the system. This lesult indicates the CPLS-R could

maintain its quality of selvice and could scale tvell in an envir-onment tr4rele lookr"rps and

updates ale intensive. Figure 5.6(b) indicates the CPLS-R can handle many mole data

ploducer loutines (pel hour') than the CPLS-L. At 50, the CPLS-R can handle about
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296 data ploducel loutines pel hour', rvhich is about 55% higher than the CPLS-L in a

mixed envir-onment.

5.3.1.5 Summary of CPLS-R and CPLS-L Performance Study

The CPLS-R outpelfo::ms the CPLS-L configulation rvhen an environment involves data

consumel and producer interactions. The plocessing times shorvn in Figule 5.5 indi-

cates the CPLS-R maintained its performance rvhen operations involve both lookups

and updates to the dilectory. The thloughput shorvn in Figule 5.6 furthel indicates the

CPLS-R could maintain its quality of service even in an envilonment whe^-e lookups and

updates are intensive. With the same architectule, results shorvn in Figure 5.3 through

5.6 indicate that the lelational dilectoly model is more suitable than the hielarchical (i.e.

LDAP-based tlee stlucture) di::ectoly model fol the implementation of the PLS dir:ectory.

5.3.2 A Performance Study on CPLS-R and DPLS-R Configu-
rations

This section presents the pelfolrnance comparison betrveen the CPLS-R and DPLS-R

configluations. Both configr.uations used the relational dii-ectory models to implementing

the PLS dilecto::y but diffel in the system architectule. Section 5.3.2.1 plesents the

pelfolmance compa::ison of these configulations ivhen simulations wet'e LO type (i.e.

all clients in the PLS s'ele data consumels). Section 5.3.2.2 shotvs the pelformance

comparison of these configulations rvhen simulations rvele UO type (i.e. all clients in the

PLS rvere data producels). Section 5.3.2.3 plesents the pelfolmance results of the trvo

configurations, rvhich are collected dur-ing the LU simulations (i.e. both data consumers

and producers rvere participated in the PLS being test). The thloughput of the tivo

configulations is presented in Section 5.3.2.4.
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Figule 5.7: The TRTs-Ns of the CPLS-R and DPLS-R fol handling "get-hosts-list"
lookup lequests in LO simulations

6.3,2,1 Interactions Involve Lookup-Only Operations

Figule 5.7 and Figule 5.8 shorv the pelformance lesults of the CPLS-R and DPLS-R

configurations captuled dur:ing the LO simulationsT. The tlansaction Ìesponse times (i.e.

TRfs-NS) plesented in Figure 5.7 shoivs the performance of the trvo configulations ivhen

pelfolming lookup operations on the locations of patients' metadata (i.e. get-hosts-list

requests). Figure 5.8 presents the DSPTs and SDCTs that constitute the TRTs-NS le-

ported in Figule 5.7.

The TRTs-NS r-epor-ted in Figure 5.7 indicate the DPLS-R can plovide a significant

fastel response to its client's ì'equest compared to the CPLS-R. When 5 to 50 data con-

sumers exist at each plocessing node, the mean TRT-NS (per dilectoly selver) of the
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Fig.ule 5..8: The DSPTs and SDCTs of the CPLS-R and DPLS-R for. handling "get-hosts-
list" lookup lequests in LO sirnulations

DPLS-R is about 6 milliseconds rvith variance alonnd 0.3 microseconds lvhen handling

a get-hosts-list lequest. In the same lange, the mean TRT-NS of the CPLS-R is atound

19 milliseconds rvith valiance apploximately 1.0 miclosecond pel get-hosts-list tequest.

This lesult shorvs that the dilectoly selver of the DPLS-R is about 3.2 times faster than

the CPLS-R when pelfolming location lookup opelation. This lesult is expected because

the dilectoly service of the DPLS-R is shaled among thlee directoly servem. During the

simulations, both configulations maintained theil pelfolmance and no significant per.for.-

mance degladation is obselved as the number of coltcunent data consumels incleases in

the system.

Figule 5.8 pÌesents tlie DSPTs and the SDCTs of the trvo configurations rvhen plocess-

ing "get-hosts-list" Iookup operations on the dilectory. The DSPTs shorvn in Figure 5.8

indicate that both systems spend mole time on dilectoly processing than transmitting
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Figule 5.9: The DSPT lepolted by each processing node of the DPLS-R and the DSPT
of CPLS-R configulations for handling "get-hosts-list" lookup leqr:ests in LO simulations

lequests and ::esponses betrveen the node selvel and the dilectory server'. In the DPLS-R

configulation, the mean DSPT is approxirnately 33% highel than the nean SDCT of the

system. Horvever, the mean DSPT of the CPLS-R is about 54% highel than the mean

SDCT of the system. Observe that the mean DSPT of the DPLS-R configuration is only

about 2.4 times (e.g. less than 3 times) faster than the CPLS-R rvhen pelfolming lookr.rp

opelations on the dii:ectoly. The DSPT of the DPLS-R should at least 3 times fastel than

the CPLS-R rvhen processing a lookup request. The reason is due to the simulator (i.e.

the simulation GUI) being invoked at one of the plocessing nodes duling the sirnulations

fol collecting results sent f¡:om other nodes. Figule 5.9 shorvs the DSPT repolted by

each node that constitutes the DSPT of the DPLS-R configulation8. Figr-ue 5.9 shoivs

the mean DSPT of processing node 3 is about 33% higher than the DSPT obtained flom

p::ocessing node 1. The rnean DSPT of plocessing node 1 is about 4% higher than the

/t)

sFor sinplicity, conlìdent i¡rterval is ¡rot shorv¡r in the figule.
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Figule 5.10: The TRTs-Ns of the CPLS-R and DPLS-R for handling update lequests in
UO simulations

DSPT obtained fiom processing node 2. These lesults indicate the simulatol did affect

the DSPT of the DPSL-R configuration.

6.3.2.2 Interactions fnvolve Update-Only Operations

This section repolts on the pelfolmance study of the CPLS-R and DPLS-R configura-

tions rvhen the system only involves data ploducer intelactions. In the DPLS-R, each

directoly servel is also lequi::ed to leplicate its nerv updates to other dilectoly servers

evely two minutes. Figule 5.10 shorvs the TRITs-NS of the trvo configu::ations when data

ploducers update the metadata of patient lecolds.

Again, the TRIIs-NS shorvn in Figr.ue 5.10 also demonstrates the advantage of the DPLS-

R rvhen the system only involves data producel intelactions. When 5 to 50 data con-

sumels exist at each plocessing node, the mean TRT-NS (per dilectoly server) of the

z
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Figule 5.11: The DSPTs and SDCTs of the CPLS-R and DPLS-R for handling update
Ìequests in UO simulations

DPLS-R is about 10 rnilliseconds rvith valiance alound 0.9 microseconds per update le-

quest. In the same lange, the mean TRjI-NS of the CPLS-R is about 37 milliseconds 'çvith

valiance approximately 2 mic::oseconds. The pelfolmance gain of the DPSL-R system is

3.7 times fastel than the CPLS-R rvhen performing an update lequest.

Figule 5.11 pÌeserìts the DSPTs and the SDCTs of the CPLS-R and DPLS-R config-

ulations when processing update opelations on the directoly. It can be observed in

Figure 5.11 that the DSPTs of the two systems ar-e also higher than theil corresponding

SDCTs. In DPLS-R configulation, the mean DSPT of the system in the t ange of 5 to 50

data ploducers at each processing node is about 6 rnilliseconds rvith valiance around 0.2

micloseconds. The mean DSPT of the CPLS-R in the same range is apploximately 23

milliseconds and the valiance is alound 0.9 micloseconds per update lecluest. Although

each directoly servel in the DPLS-R has mole lesponsibility (i.e. data leplication) than
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the CPLS-R directory server', the mean DSPT of the DPLS-R configuration is about 3.8

tirnes faster' (pel update lequest) than the CPLS-R when pelforming update operations

on the directory. These results shorv that the DPLS-R performs better than the CPLS-

R. Obselve also that the DSPT of the CPLS-R is slightly incleased with the numbel of

data ploducels palticipate in the system. When compaling the DSPT at 50 with the

DSPT at 5, the DSPT of the CPLS-R is incleased by l1%. On the othel hand, tlie

DSPTs of the DPLS-R at these tivo values ar-e apploximately the same (i.e. about 6

milliseconds). Based on this observation, the DSPT of the CPLS-R rvould inclease rvith

additional clients. This could be fulthel investigated by comparing the pelformance of

the two systems in a mixed environment.

5.3,2.3 Interactions Involve Lookup and Update Operations

Figule 5.12 and 5.13 present the pelfolmance lesults ofthe CPLS-R and DPLS-R config-

ulations when data consumels and ploducers simultaneously participate in the system.

Figr"rle 5.12 shoivs the DSPTs and SDCTs of the two systems ivhen handling lookup

lequests (i.e. get-hosts-list lequests). Figule 5.13 plesents the DSPTs and the SDCTs

of the ts'o systems when handling data ploducels' update requests in the same environ-

ment. These lesults rvele collected duling the LU simulations.

Figure 5.12 shows the DSPTs and SDCTs of the CPLS-R and DPLS-R configuÌations

rvhen handling "get-hosts-list" lookup lequests in an envilonment ivhele intelactions in-

volve dâta consumels and prodr:cers. The DSPTs of the trvo systems are highel than

their SDCTs per lookup request. Wlren 5 to 50 clients (pel type) exist at each processing

node, the mean DSPT (pel dilectory selver') of the DPLS-R is about 3.7 milliseconds

rvith variance alound 0.07 microseconds per get-hostslist lequest. In the same range,
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Figule 5.12: The DSPTs and SDCTs of the CPLS-R and DPLS-R fol handling
hostslist" lookup lequests in LU sirnulations
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Figure 5.13: The DSPTs and SDCTs of the CPLS-R and DPLS-R fol handìing update
lequests in LU simulations
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the mean DSPT of the CPLS-R is about 12.5 milliseconds rvith valiance alound 0.13

microseconds. The DSPT perfolmance gain of the DPLS-R system is 3.4 times fastel

than the CPLS-R rvhen pelfolming a get-hosts-list lequest in a mixed environrnent. Both

CPLS-R and DPLS-R perform consistently rvell and no pelfolmance degladation is ob-

selved during the LU simulations. When comparing the mean DSPT pel gethosts-list

request obtained fi'om the LO simulations rvith the mean DSPT obtained fiom the LU

sirnulations, both systems maintain their performance even in a mixed envilonment (i.e.

the mean DSPT of the DPLS-R is about 3.4 milliseconds and the mean DSPT of the

CPLS-R is about 11.7 milliseconds during the LO simr.rlations).

Horvever', rve obselved that the DSPT of the CPLS-R per update lequest shorvn in Fig-

ule 5.13 is noticeably changed (i.e. fi'om 20 to 50) as the number of conculrent clients

participate in the system. In the lange of 5 to 50 clients (per type at each plocessing

node) participated in the system, the mean DSPT of tlie CPLS-R is about 29 millisec-

onds rvith valiance around 34 micloseconds pel update lequest in a mixed envi::onment.

By contlast, the DPLS-R pelforms consistently rvell and maintains its pelfolmance even

rvhen the numbel of concuLLent clients incl'eases in the system. The mean DSPT of

the DPLS-R is about 8 milliseconds rvith variance alound 0.7 microseconds per update

Ìequest. At point 25, the DSPT of the CPLS-R is about 25 milliseconds, rvhich is ap-

ploximately 3.4 times higher than the value obtained in the DPLS-R (i.e. the DSPT of

the DPLS-R is about 7.2 milliseconds at 25). When the numbel of concurlent clients

participating in each plocessing node incleased fiom 25 to 50, the DSPT of the CPLS-R

is increased aboú 48.77o (i.e. incleased 12 milliseconds), while the DSPT of the DPLS-R

is increased about 29% (i.e. incleased 2 milliseconds) per update request. This Ìesr-rlt

indicates the DSPT of the ts'o systems incleases as the n¡:mbel of clients increases in

the system. Horvever', the increasing rate of change of the DSPT in the CPLS-R is much
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faster than the DPLS-R per update request. Although the DSPT of the DPLS-R in-

cl'eâses as the numbe¡: of clients increases in the system, the change is srnall compared

to the CPLS-R. The DSPT of the DPLS-R increases because of the need to suppolt

data replication, so more plocessing time is requiled. This lesult shorvs that the CPLS-L

rvould potentially face the scalability ploblem ivith increasing numbel of clients in the

systern. This also confi,..ms the obselvation f¡:orn the last section (Section 5.3.2.2) ivhen

discussing the pelfolmance lesults of the trvo systems collected from the UO simulalion.

5.3.2.4 The Throughput of CPLS-R and DPLS-R

Figure 5.14(a) and 5.14(b) illustrates the thror.rghput (i.e, data consumel or ploducer'

routines per-. hour:) of the CPLS-R and DPLS-R configurations captuled duling the LU

simulations. Again, the total numbel of data consumel loutines pel hour of a PLS should

maintain apploximately the same level if the system has maintained its pelfolmance

dr.uing the simulations. The total numbel of data prodlrcel loutines per hour of a PLS

should inclease as the numbel of data ploducers participating in each plocessing node

incleases. As shorvn in Figule 5.14(a) and 5.14(b), the throughput of the trvo systems

ale apploximately the same. In the DPLS-R configulation, the node selvel layer is aìso

implemented using a centralized apploach and only tlie dilectoly selvice is distlibuted

so the ovelall throughput of a PLS also depends on the node server components of the

system. It should be noted that the tasks perfo::med by each node server aÌe moÌe thân

the tasks pelformed by each dilectory seÌver ât ¿ node. As such, the performance gain of

the DPLS-R obtained fiom the directoly selvel layel is not noticeable rvhen measuring

the thlor.rghpr.rt of t he system.

Figule 5.14(a) shoivs the throughput captuled by a set of data consumels lvhen exe-
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Figur-e 5.14: The thloughput of the CPLS-R and DPLS-R in LU simulations. (a) Number'
of data consumer loutines per hour'. (b) Numbel of data ploducer routines per hour.
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cuting theil lookup lequest routines in the CPLS-R and DPLS-R configulations. As

shorvn in Figule 5.14(a), the ovelall thror.rghput of the two configurations is about 18

data consumer- r'outines per houl. Figute 5.14(b) shorvs the thloughput captr.rred by a

set of data producers rvhen executing theil update request toutines in the CPLS-R and

DPLS-R configulations. The throughput of the trvo systems increased as the number of

data producels palticipating in each node increase. The lesults shorv that both configu-

rations perfor-m consistently rvell rvithout significant pelformance degladation is obselved.

6,3,2,5 Summary of CPLS-R and DPLS-R Performance Study

The DPLS-R outpelfolms the CPLS-R configulation rvhen measuling the transaction

response time at the node seÌveÌ layer. In the layel betrveen the node selvel and the

dilectoly selver', the ovelall pelfolrnance gain of the DPLS-R is at least 3 times faster

than the CPLS-R rvhen plocessing lookup and update lequests. The lesults shorvn in

Figule 5.13 indicate the plocessing time of the two systems inclease as the numbel of

clients incleases in the system. Horvever, the rate of change of the DSPT in the CPLS-

R is much fastel than the DPLS-R pel update lequest, so the CPLS-R ivould face the

scalability ploblem in a mixed envilonment rvhen the total number of data consumers and

producels increases in the systern. The DPLS-R in the directory selver layel is pelformed

consistently rvell even through each dilectory selvel needs to sr.rppolt data replication.

The thr-oughput of the CPLS-R and the DPLS-R ale apploximately the same because

the node selver layel of the trvo systems is the same. The overall thr:oughput of the

DPLS-R ivould be highel than the CPLS-R if more than one node servel is invoked at

each node fol processing clients' requests.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Directions

The intloduction of a PACS is to plovide a better approach than the traditional film-

based approach to acquisition, stolage, delire::y, r'etrieval, and management of patient

medical images and data thloughout the liospital. From the advantages plovided by

PACS, it lias become incleasingly important in the healthcare entelprise. PACS also

dilectly and indilectly facilitates the rvolkflorv of valious hospital components (e.g. r'a-

diology infolmation system, health infolmation system, etc.) in a numbet' of difielent

rvays. Today, many hospitals make use of a PACS (ol several PACSs) aimed to improve

the efficiency of healthcale delivery as rvell as reduce the liospital operational costs due

to the inefficient film-based management plocess. Although each of these PACSs rvolked

efiectively for each of the ladiology departments and hospitals, patient medical data is

not integlated rvith other PACSs i-esiding at difielent depat'tments of a hospital and/or'

remote hospitals. Patients often utilize the setvices of sevetal hospitals so patient med-

ical images and lelated data must be integlated and accessed signifrcantly fastel than

the independent PACSs ivhen needed. In Ìesponse to this necessity, HDAS, a distributed

cornputing system, is proposed and cuuently being developed at the SBRC. The main

objective of the HDAS is to plovide a virtual layel for the efficient integt'ation, trans-

mission, stolage, and letlieval of rnedical images and patient data. In particular, data

genelated and stoled at difielent PACSs residing at different hos¡:itals inside or outside
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of a specific health legion. Sevelal challenges have been identified tvhen developing the

HDAS. These challenges include integlating and managing diffelent PACSs across sev-

elal hospitals and/ol health r-egions, effectively locating and identifuing the locations of

medical data that might have been stoled at multiple PACSs when needed, protecting

data flom unautholized usels, among others.

This lesealch aims at providing a high pelfo::mance patient data locating mechanism,

PLS, to suppolt the delivery of HDAS selvices. The PLS is a clitical component of the

HDAS. It plovides information tlìât is necessaÌy and subsequently used by othel com-

ponents of HDAS in respond to usel lequests in a timely fashion. The coÌe components

of the PLS ale its dilectoly and dilectoly selvices. The PLS dilectoly is designed to

store and manage the location infolmation of patient's medical images and r-elated data.

The PLS dir:ectoly selvice is designed to plovide r.rpdate and lookup opelations on the

dilectoly.

In this thesis, thlee PLS configulations have been designed, prototyped, and tested to

find the best configulation among thern. These PLS configulations eithel differs in the

datal¡ase model (i.e. r'elational or hiela.rchical tlee structure) used fol implernenting the

dilectory ol the alchitectur-e (i.e. centlalized ol distlibuted) used fol providing the dilec-

tory selvice. The PLS configulations have been designed, prototyped and tested in this

thesis including the centlalized PLS a::chitectule rvith a lelational director¡' (CPLS-R),

the centralized PLS alchitectule rvith a LDAP-based (i.e. hielarchical tlee stluctule)

dilectoly (CPLS-L), and the distlibuted PLS architectule ivith a relational directoly

(DPLS-R). This aim is to find the best PLS configulatior among these thlee configu'-a-

tions by studying theil performance in difielent simulated envi¡:onment. A PLS perfor-

mance is measured thlor.rgh systern tl'ansaction lesponse times and thlor"rghput collected
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fiom diffelent simulating envilonment, Tlansaction Ìesponse time indicates the time a

usel expects rvhen requesting selvices fiom tlie HDAS component that uses the PLS ser-

vices. It measures the time a PLS spent on tlansmitting and perfolming a user's request

in a simulating envilonment. A PLS thloughput measules horv many routines per hour'

the PLS can handle in a simulating envilonment.

From one set of lesults obtained during various simulations, it is obselved that for the

same alchitectule (i.e. centlalized a::chitecture), the pelformance of a PLS is different

rvhen using relational or hierarchical tlee database models to implement the PLS dilec-

toly. The simulation results shorv that the PLS using the lelational dir-ectory model (i.e.

CPLS-R) or:tpelfolms the one using the LDAP-based directoly rnodel (i.e. CPLS-L)

rvhen an environment involve both update and ìookup intelactions. In the same envir-on-

ment, r'esults also indicate the CPLS-L configulation has a significant perfolmance degra-

dation as the number of users incleased in the system. This indicates the LDAP-based

directoly rnodel has a scalability ploblem rvhen using the same system architectule in an

environment ivhele both r"rpdate and lookup operations are intensive. On the othel hand,

the CPLS-R configuration pelformed consistently rvell and maintained its pelformance

even rvhen the environment invole lalge numbel of lookup and update opelations. Based

on this obselvation, rve conclude that the lelational directoly rnodel is mole suitable than

the hieralchical directoly model fol the implernentation of the PLS dilectory. Horvever,

a malked pelfolmance gain in the system tlansaction lesponse time is obselved rvhen

the relational dilectoly rnodel is applied to the distlibuted alchitectule (i.e. DPLS-R).

The overall perfolmance (i.e. TRITs measured at the node servel layer) of the DPLS-R is

bettel than the CPLS-R rvhen processing lookup and update lequests in any simulated

envilonment. Therefore, the distributed alchitectule rvith a lelational directory model

is the best PLS configulation among all PLS configurations studied in this thesis. The
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perfolmance study plesentecl is important as the PLS is meant to be used by the HDAS

to make patient data timely ever.r rvhen it might have been stoled at different PACSs le-

siding at lemote hospitals. The PLS perfolmance is important because accessing images

in a timely rvay is a majol conceln to healthcare professionals that utilize the HDAS

selvices. This thesis can also be used as a building block to develop a suitable database

model fol the storage and management of DICOIvÍ images and lelated patient data.

6.1 Ideas for F\rture Research

This rvork can be extended and fu::thel investigated in sevelal rvays. Some of the possible

directions envisioned are listed het'e:

o In this thesis, each simulation is repreated 10 times. The leason for choosing

10 repeated experiments is to evaluate valious PLS configurations as rvell as the

methodology used to pelfolm the PLS perfolmance study. We anticipated that a

fr.rrther study is reqr-riled to insule the deglee of confidence of each experiment. In

addition, the independent parameter' (i.e. data consumels/ploducels) chosen for

the PLS pe'-formance study is valied betrveen 5 and 50 to simulate three major

hospitals in Winnipeg health legion. We expected that results could be similal to

those presented in this thesis even rvith additional plocessing nodes and clients. In

the fr-rtr,u e, a performance analysis can be conducted to evaluate the distlibuted

PLS and validate the lesults presented rvhen it is implemented and deployed in the

regionaÌ healthcale data netrvork.

o In the distributed PLS, rve have used the push-based and lazy replication approach

to plopagate changes made on the data in each dilectory to othel directolies. This
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is accomplished to ensule leplicated dilectolies are globally consistent acloss the

PLS. Glay [Gla96] desclibes a lazy leplication approach that may cause global

selialization and instability ploblems to the system. This is because changes on

leplicas ale not immediately update at each leplica node. Thelefore, it may lead

to ol even fulthel divelge the directory of each node from the othel nodes if fail-

ule occur- rvhen updates ale propagating through the netrvol'k ol rvhen pelfolming

update opelations. In addition, each node pÌopagâtes (pushes) its r.rpdate bufier

to the othel nodes almost simultaneously duling the simulations. This update al-

gorithm may lead to netrvork congestion as the numbel of processing nodes grorv.

Thelefole, an efficient data synchlonization algorithm and replication algolithm ale

requiled to fulthel lesearch in the futule and then apply to the distributed PLS.

Once a new update algolithm and/ol replication algorithm applied to the system,

a performance study can also be conducted to compale the pelfolmance rvith the

current system.

o In this thesis, the emphasis is on finding the best PLS configulation among all

confrgulations by measuling their- performance undel a good operation environ-

rnent (i.e. rvithout any haldrvale/softivale or netrvolk paltitioning occur-) so issues

related to recovery frorn failure ale not addressed. Horvevel, har-dwale/softrvale

or netwolk paltitioning failule is uncornrnon in oul daily practice so an intelligent

recovely component is leqr-rired to automatically lecovel fiom failu::es t'ithout se-

rior"rsly afiecting the ovelall system pelfor-rnance. Hence, tlie PLS should maintain

its pelformance to some extent even if failure occurs in some components of the

system. Recovery flom faults is an impoltant issue in any distlibuted system so it

requires fulthel research in the futule.

r Finally, an interceptol component could be added to the distlibuted PLS to monitor
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a directory server's activities at each processing site. When a directory seÌver at

a specific processing node is ovelloaded (i.e. beyond its rvorkload threshold), the

intelceptol at that plocessing node can delivery some load to othel idìe dilectory

servers to achieve load balancing acloss the distributed PLS.
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